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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF RELIGIOUS SWITCHING AMONG INTERFAITH
MARRIAGES AT THE TRINITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
CLAYTON, NEW JERSEY
By
Robert Hugh Sturge
Beyond formal research the historical relationship of interfaith marriage to
religious switching has long been evident. The conversion of one spouse to the faith
group of the other remains a traditional expectation of religious institution and
family alike. Studies from the 1950's and 1960's show that amid a dramatic postwar
increase of Protestant - Catholic intermarriage religious homogeniety was often
achieved in the Roman Catholic Church. More recently studies give evidence that
through the "church shopping'' characteristic of American individualism the trend
among the interfaith has now reversed itself in favor of Protestantism.
This study examines the migration of Roman Catholic spouses, intermarried
to Protestants, to the Trinity United Methodist Church, Clayton, New Jersey. The
primary research instrument was an adaptation of a survey developed by Catholic
University's Dr. Dean Hoge identifying an opposite flow of Protestant spoxises from
interfaith marriages to Roman Catholicism. Chapter One describes the increase of
interfaith marriages at Trinity Methodist along with the application of the Hoge
survey.
Central to reported increases of Roman Catholic - Protestants intermarriage is
the "middle class" mixing the faith groups have experienced in other areas of
American life. Catholics have clearly entered the American mainstream. With
over 55 million adherents, Roman Catholicism is guaranteed a dominant influence
upon America's traditionally Protestant religious psyche. Many would argue this
"Americanization" of the Roman Catholic Church, ultimately reflected in the
deliberations of the Second Vatican Council, came with the loss of uniquely Catholic
distinctions. As that has occurred Catholicism becomes one of many options
available to potential religious switchers. Chapter Two reviews the literature of
three interrelated subject areas: Catholics in America; Intermarriage Among
Protestants and Catholics; and Religious Switching of Interfaith Couples. Chapter
Three reports the use of the Hoge study at Trinity and analyzes survey results. In
Chapter Four those results are given further clarity when compared to Hoge's
findings. In Chapter Five conclusions and insights are offered as to responsive
ministries to interfaith couples. The Trinity study offers "grass roots" perspective
into a much broader phenomenon.
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1INTRODUCTION
1810 to the Present
In the upcoming century we will see our progeny (in
America) dividing more and more into two classes � the
one abandoning religion altogether and (all) the others
returning to the Church of Rome.
Alexis De Tocqueville
Democracy in America
As an informed observer of the American scene, Alexis de Tocqueville knew
of Roman Catholicism's early foothold in the New World. His Catholic French
homeland had been a major player in the colonial conquests of the 17th and 18th
centuries. Catholic missionaries were among the first Europeans to enter wilderness
lands. Even the eventual British victory over the French on Montreal's Plains of
Abraham would not reverse this early presence. The political and cultural vibrancy
of Catholic Quebec and the Arcadians or "Cajuns" of Southern Louisiana stands as a
living testimony.
The American colonies, however, would emerge in terms of ethos, if not
always demographics, a Protestant nation. To this day, Protestants by the sheer
weight of their numbers, exert a dominant influence upon the American religious
scene. In that sense modem Protestants prove de Tocqueville wrong.
There was, however, a truth within de Tocqueville's prophecy. For beyond a
colonial presence, Roman Catholics would emigrate to the New World in suph
number as to create a great, if uniquely American church. Lyle Schaller reports
phenomenal growth rates:
2Back in 1980 the Roman Catholic Church in the United States
reported 6.2 million members age nine and over. Sixteen years
later the figure had nearly doubled to 12.1 million. By 1989 the
reported membership had grown to over 55 million. ("3
Migrations" 5)
Those statistics alone preclude the exclusivity of Protestant claims on the
nation's religious mindset. America would collectively evolve into what is today,
amid other religious diversities, a Protestant and Catholic nation. It is the point at
which these two great religious bodies began to mix that eventually led to my study.
My own family's experience offers an illustration. Among the first settlers in
Central New York was my ancestor Abram Sturge. He and his family had left
Western England to join a migration of immigrants to the eastern shores of the
Great Lakes. It is likely that they journeyed towards their destination through the
newly constructed Erie Canal, built in large part by cheap Irish-immigrant (Catholic)
labor. The canal followed an east-west path the indigenoxis Iroquois (many of them
Catholic through the efforts of early French missionaries) had traveled for
generations. Upon arrival the Sturge family bypassed the ethnic enclaves of new
urban centers emerging along the canal route. Their goal was to realize a New
World dream in the freedom of owning and farming their own land. A quarter
section was purchased ten miles from the Lake Ontario port city of Oswego, New
York. For over a hundred years the family flourished. Their religious identify was
never in question. As the membership records attest in what is today the Hanibal
United Methodist Church, the Stiu-ge family was Protestant.
Fifty years later after Abram's arrival, my mother's ancestor, Joseph Vock,
came from Switzerland. He started a small limberger cheese business in northern
New York, buying milk from area farmers. The family's reformed background
3would blend in well with a local Presbyterian congregation 12 miles south of the
Canadian border in Theresa, New York.
A story my grandfather recalled provides prophetic insight to what would
occur. It involved one of the Sturge family's first encounters with a Catholic. A
priest assigned to the growing Catholic population of Oswego county had driven by
their farm on an early version of a motorcycle. The noisy machine so startled his
father's team of plow horses as to set them on a run. His mother, with broom in
hand, was unresponsive when the apologetic clergyman pulled into their yard. The
presence of priest and motorcycle, however, provided a harbinger of the future. By
the 1930's the Sturge family, along with thousands of others, would lose their farms,
move to the city (Syracuse) and take factory jobs. My grandfather would spend the
rest of his working life grinding bumpers on an automobile assembly line. The
Sturge's new neighbors were Roman Catholic. Through this unsettling transition,
aside from enrolling their children in a nearby Baptist Sunday School, my Sturge
grandparents would permanently drop out of active church life.
The religious identity of the Sturges (and Vocks) was challenged even further
when sons and daughters began to marry the children of those Catholic neighbors.
After the Second World War, three of seven children in my parent's two families
would marry Roman Catholics. Generational lines that for literally centuries had
been Protestant would become, in a decade's time, heavily Roman Catholic. In the
next generation, of my nineteen first cousins bom between 1953 and 1964, ten were
either baptized Roman Catholic or as Protestants later married Roman Catholics.
Even in my immediate family, two of my three siblings, a brother and sister, would
marry Catholics. Was de Tocqueville's claim coming to fmition? At that point it
4would have appeared so.
This huge, almost spontaneous, shift to Roman Catholicism, however, would
by the 1980's head in other directions. Of the ten "Catholic" cousins only three were
still active church attenders, in two of those instances with Protestant congregations!
My intermarried brother, as well, attends a Protestant church with his Catholic wife.
Of all the family's interfaith marriages, my sister is the only Protestant to convert
into an active Catholicism in the post Vatican II era.
Because of my family history, I've always had an interest in the relationship
between Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, and interfaith marriage. When
through my pastoral responsibilities similar patterns became evident, I saw the need
for formal study. In what follows I will explore these issues in the context of the
interfaith developments of the church I now pastor. Trinity United Methodist of
Clayton, New Jersey.
5CHAPTER ONE
The Increase of Interfaith Marriage at Trinity United Methodist Chiuch
In 1982 I received a pastoral appointment to the Trinity United Methodist
Church, in Clayton, New Jersey. Located 22 miles across the Delaware River from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the Clayton area is surburban in makeup. The
congregation had originated from a 1770's Methodist class meeting held in the home
of Irish immigrant, John Earley. Thirty-two years later, serving in the interim as a
"preaching place," Trinity Methodist received official charter. The first permanent
pastor, American Revolutionary War veteran Jacob Fisler, was ordained by Bishop
Francis Asbury in Philadelphia on April 25, 1802.
The church served as Clayton's only formally recognized ministry until the
Civil War. The war generated growth in local glass making industries which, in
turn, led to an increase in the local population. A Presbyterian and Baptist
congregation were quickly added. After that, no other new churches were organized
for almost a hundred years. Then in the early 1950's the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Camden determined it appropriate to establish Clayton's Saint Catherine of Sienna
Parish.
Before the Second World War Clayton's religious demographics matched the
sequence of church starts. With few exceptions, religiovis diversity existed solely
within the often shifting loyalties of local Protestants, a pattern of religious switching
common to the American experience. As religious sociologist Kirk Hadaway has
observed:
The history of religion in the United States has led to an
unparalleled situation of religious pluralism where individuals
6are relatively free to shift from one denomination to another in
search of an acceptable religious identity. (321)
Clayton stayed overwhelmingly Protestant until the late 1940's when
thousands of middle-class Catholic families began to move out of Philadelphia
neighborhoods into South Jersey suburbs. The change was so immediate as to
remain a mystery in the minds of many older residents. In the span of twenty years
Clayton, like the rest of the state, became predominantly Roman Catholic. By 1980
the Gallup organization reported the overall religious demographics of New Jersey,
apart from a few rural pockets, as no less than 65% Roman Catholic.
Upon my arrival in 1982, the church had recently lost its 100 year old building
to an arsonist. Church records showed membership had dropped from a 1965 high
of 520 down to a 1981 low of 320. The remaining constituency had few points of
contact with the commvmity's changes. Trinity United Methodist was a part of "old"
Clayton.
In a religious/social context sociologists could have identified two kinds of
marriages at Trinity United Methodist. A majority were endogamous. Ruth Cavan
defines endogamous as "a normative pattern of marriage for a specified group
which expects a designated type of behavior and involves social sanctions" (317-18).
At Trinity this meant Protestants married to Protestants, if not Methodists married
to Methodists.
In contrast were Trinity's three exagamous marriages. Exagamous, is defined
as "the convention, theory, or practice of marrying outside of certain socially defined
and prescribed modes of relationship" (Cavan 318). All three of those marriages
were to Roman Catholics. The result was interfaith marriage, i.e. ones in which
"the parties to the marriage were bom or reared in families, each of which has
7identified with a different religion" (Cavan 317).
The church's homogeneous majority held the traditional view of interfaith
marriage as a "deviant form of behavior," a believe not uncommon to most faith
groups (Hoge 75). Catholic writer Albert Gorden offers the traditionalist's view:
Church and Synagogue, representing the religious traditions of
society, believe that the moral and ethical traditions taught and
upheld by them through the centuries should be preserved and
further enhanced by the married couples. Believing in the
value of the religious way of life, they expect those who identify
with religion to strengthen that way of life. They fear
intermarriage because they believe that the likelihood of failure
to adhere to a religion's tradition is thereby increased. (92)
Irregardless of institutional and cultural prohibitions, however,
intermarriage is frequently achieved. The Harvard Encyclopedia outlines four of
the primary variables to such marital mbcing:
The relative availability of a suitable marriage partner from
within or without the group; the barriers that the individual's
group imposes upon marrying an outsider; the barriers that
each of the other ethnic groups places upon outsiders wishing
to marry into it; and the relative attractiveness of each potential
alternative partner, whether from the same group or not. (514)
The historical "solution" to the inherent tensions of interfaith marriage has
been to encourage one spouse to "convert" to the faith of the other, a compromise
applied for centuries among religious groups. Bernard Lazerwitz describes the
expectation:
Although the Christian religions do not make conversion
obligatory in intermarriage cases, there is nevertheless pressure
of varying intensity by church authorities and family members
to bring about the conversion of the outgroup partner for the
sake of marital harmony and the proper socialization and
clearcut identify of the marriage's offspring. (305)
Two of the interfaith spouses at Trinity had converted to Protestantism. One
would recently celebrate thirty years as a Sunday school teacher. The other, by virtue
8of his Italian surname, would recall the stigma placed upon him for many years by
older members of the Trinity congregation. When later interviewed each would
describe themselves as emphatically Protestant and even anti-Catholic in their
religious views.
The third exagamous couple had created a unique interchurch marriage, "a
marriage between two baptized Christians who are and who intend to remain
practicing members of different churches" (Chicago Studies 210). Each would
individually attend respective churches for over fifty years until the recent death of
the Catholic wife.
After 1982 the congregation at Trinity United Methodist began to grow
ntunerically. The 1981 average attendance of 95 per Sunday had risen to a 1990 high
of 179. Three traits appeared common to the added constituency: (1) their
youthfulness; (2) the high proportion of interfaith marriages; and (3) a desire to
achieve religiotis homogeniety within their marriage and families.
Of 130 members received during 1982 through 1991 (not including children
added to preparatory rolls) 92% were under the age of 45. Typical of this group were
those who had recently moved out of Philadelphia or one of the city's older suburbs,
into Clayton's "entry level" housing market. The average age of newer members
stood in contrast to national reports of a "graying" United Methodism. Trinity's
experience appeared to give local evidence of the national trends reported by Lyle
Schaller showing disproportionately high growth among the newer denominations
and independent churches ("3 Migrations" 16).
All of Trinity's new members who came from originally non-Protestant
backgroimds had been Roman Catholic. The ethnic-religious heritage of those with
9last names like Tartaglione, Mastroeni, Jacques, Gallaghers, and Placko stood in
contrast to the "protestant sound" of names traditional to the church's two hundred
year history. Theologian Albert Cutler's description of John Wesley provides
reference to the tensions and opportunities historically evident to the earliest
"mixing" of Methodists and Roman Catholics:
Though often called a "papist" himself by those who could not
identify his peculiar brand of ProtestJintism, Wesley shared the
typical Englishman's fear and mistrust of Roman Catholicism,
and of popery most especially. He regarded Rome as a foreign
power intent on the subjugation of England and the violation
of English liberties. Yet he often reports, with evident
satisfaction, that Catholics frequently attended the Methodist
preaching services and, generally speaking, were not
inhospitable to his ministry. (494)
The proportion of interfaith marriages among new members would prove
astounding. Of the 47 young couples, ages 21 to 45, who began attending the Trinity
United Methodist Church after 1982, 86% (39 couples) included at least one Catholic
bom spouse. Only two of the remaining endogamous (Protestant) couples involved
Methodists married to Methodists!
Predispositions towards religious homogeniety and religious switching
varied among these new converts. Common among all couples was a resistance to
institutional pressures or demands. Decisions for religious switching were entirely
personal.
In his 1991 article "From Older to Yotmger" Lyle Schaller further detailed the
national religious trends visible within Trinity's experience:
The . . . vmprecedented, pattem has been the huge migration
into Protestant churches of adults reared in Roman Catholic
homes. At least seven million adults have taken that step
during the past twenty years, and the total may be closer to ten
million ... In many parts of the country it accounts for one-
third to two-thirds of all adult new members. (6)
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What I was informally observing at Trinity caused me to realize the need for
formal study. In fulfilling a requirement for the "Anthropology of the American
Church" Doctor of Ministry course at Asbury Seminary, I began with a general focus
on American Catholicism. A September, 1989 paper resulted entitled "A Study of
Roman Catholic Membership Trends." While reviewing "Catholic literature" I was
thrilled to discover Dr. Dean Hoge's insightful research findings in Converts.
Dropouts. Returnees, A Study of Religious Change Among Catholics. Hoge, a
Presbyterian layman, and professor at the Catholic University in America,
Washington, D.C., had been invited by the National Conference of Catholic Bishops
Committee on Evangelization to work with Catholic researchers in investigating
the primary trends impacting Catholic populations.
Hoge's plan had been to "interview a sample of recent Catholic converts,
dropouts, and returnees, and listen to their stories" (xi). A research team eventually
surveyed over 200 persons in each of the three pre-determined categories. Subjects
were selected from a national cross section of dioceses: Providence, Baltimore,
Detroit, Orlando, Omaha, Oakland, and San Antonio.
In identifying the predispositions of those entering Catholicism, Hoge offered
a startling conclusion. It was his contention, "that intermarriage between Catholics
and Protestants is the greatest single source of new Catholic converts" (72). While
Hoge's data base was limited to his own research, he offered a convincing argument.
Roughly 85% of the converts his research team interviewed identified themselves as
former Protestants intermarried to a Roman Catholic. From my vantage point it
was obvious that a similar phenomenon, though moving in the opposite direction
of Catholic to Protestant, was occurring at Trinity United Methodist. I began to
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wonder if Hoge's research methods and instruments could be used to measure
patterns of interfaith switching in my congregation.
Hoge was primarily concerned with identifying the facilitators for religious
change. Surveys were designed to categorize data in three ways: "predispositions
towards conversions, facilitating persons or relationships, and facilitating events"
(44). Survey results were then individually examined according to "a scheme which
allowed up to three dispositions, two facilitating persons or relationships, and two
facilitating events in any single case" typologized (44) (See Appendix A, Table A.l).
Hoge stated that:
A principal goal of our study is a descriptive typology of
converts, dropouts, and returnees. For maximal usefulness, a
typology must be tied to theoretical and practical needs. In this
study we deemed it best to construct each typology on the basis
of predispositions to change. Put simply, "what motivated" the
person to make the change? (189)
Hoge eventually typologized his subjects in three ways: intermarriage
converts, family life converts, and seeker converts (Table 1.1). A fourth typology
"dissatisfaction with another church," while originally proposed, was discarded by
Hoge when determined to be statistically negligible. The results at Trinity, however,
would not only require the retention of this fourth typology, but necessitate the
addition of a fifth t5T)ology of "pushed out." The pushed out were those converts
who because of their divorces had felt forced out of Catholicism.
Table 1.1
Three Types of Converts
1. Intermarriage Converts. 38%
These persons are married to Catholics, about to marry
Catholics, who feel concern for the marriage or who
are influenced by their spouses and relatives. About a
fourth of these persons have spiritual motivation as well.
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2. Family Life Converts. 45%
These persons are usually married to Catholics, but moie
important than the marriage is their concern for their
children who are being reared Catholic. These converts
want to aid in their children's training and desire family
religious unity. About half of these persons have
spiritual motivations as well.
3. Seeker Converts. 12%
These persons are seldom married to Catholics, and if so,
the marriages are unrelated to the conversions. They
come to the Catholic church in search of an answer to
spiritual need or sense of void or meaningless.
InadequateData 5%
(See Appendix A, Table A.2) for inclusion of additional typologies at Trinity United
Methodist.)
Approval was given by my dissertation advisor to use Hoge's surveys to study
interfaith converts at Trinity United Methodist. As a prelude to field research I
made ein extensive review of related research at the La Salle University, Villanova
University, and Princeton Seminary libraries.
Prior to interviewing Trinity subjects the Hoge surveys required slight
editing.
Hoge had worded his questions towards those converting to Catholicism, I was
studying those converting in the opposite direction. Without changing the intent of
any survey questions, language had to be made suitable for former Catholics
becoming Protestant. An added series of questions measuring attitudes towards
exclusively "Catholic Issues" was edited out altogether. The adapted "Protestant
version" of Hoge's survey is included in Appendix B, Table B.l.
I began the interview process by listing all of Trinity's former Roman
Catholics. In a congregation of 300 members this was not difficult. Those who had
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left Catholicism prior to 1982 were few. The Catholic background of those
assimilating after 1982 had been easily discovered through earlier pastoral visits
and/or through the membership process. Among thirty-nine couples at Trinity
identified as interfaith, all involved a Protestant married to a former Catholic, with
two instances of former Catholics married to former Catholics. On the basis of their
involvement as Methodists I counted the two couples where both husband and wife
had converted from Catholicism as interfaith, and included them in the potential
pool of subjects. Interestingly enough, in one of those two marriages the husband
had actually converted to Protestantism five years prior to his wife's conversion. His
involvement as Protestant would prove the primary reason for her subsequent
religious switch, all the more justification for including their marriage in the study.
Apart from one of the older converts now widowed, there are no single former
Catholics within the church's constituency.
Because of the contrasting sizes of subject pools I felt compelled to interview
as many inter-faith couples at Trinity as logistically possible. I did this in spite of the
fact that I would include as subjects those whose tenure as Protestants far exceeded
the Catholicism of Hoge's new converts (99% less than three years).
Interfaith couples active at Trinity, yet without status as members, were also
included in the study. This was another variation irom Hoge in that all of his
subjects had gone through a formal membership process into Roman Catholicism.
Official membership could not be included as a criteria at Trinity as it would have
excluded some of the more active former Catholics from the study! Indeed, full
involvement in Protestantism while retaining "membership ties" with Catholicism
would prove a common pattem among a number of Trinity subjects.
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Hoge's researchers had conducted surveys over the phone. In each instance
interviewers had no personal knowledge or relationship with interviewees.
Obviously a different situation existed in my interaction with Trinity's converts. My
formal research had, through the course of pastoral contacts, been preceded by
informal research. I found such previously acquired knowledge helpful in later
interviews.
With surveys in hand I called as many subjects as possible, explained the
purpose and nature of my study, and scheduled personal in-home interviews
through the months of October and November 1991. Because of logistical problems
several interviews had to be cancelled and one interview was conducted over the
phone. A total of thirty survey instruments would be completed. In every instance
couples were extremely willing to assist the study. A complete record of results is
included in Appendix B, Table B.l.
Beyond the pastoral opportunities the home visits offered an added twist. In
most instances the originally Protestant spouses were present during what typically
proved to be the one hour interviews. I found their input helpful in further
clarifying a religious change in which they were very much involved! The potential
effect of research variables, when compared to Hoge's study, is discussed in Chapter
Four.
I was pastoring a United Methodist Church in a predominantly Roman
Catholic community. My church was growing through an influx of interfaith
couples. Why were the interfaith coming to Trinity? What features of the church's
ministries were maximizing or inhibiting these trends?
I believed I could answer those questions if I did three things: (1) build upon
15
earlier course work in expanding my general knowledge of Catholics and Roman
Catholicism; (2) conduct a review of literature dealing with relationship of interfaith
marriage to religious switching in general, and conversion into Protestantism in
specific; and (3) focus the insight gained through application of the Hoge surveys, in
an in-depth study of interfaith converts at Trinity. So that is what 1 proceeded to do.
In Chapter Two I review the literature related to the first two steps of the
research design. In the first section of that chapter entitled "Catholics in America" I
trace the historical evolution of a faith group now thoroughly Americanized. In the
second section I review a multitude of studies dealing with the fruit of that
Americanization � the steady increase of Catholic-Protestant intermarriage. In the
final section of the chapter the focus is narrowed to religious switching among the
interfaith, particularly as that involves Protestantism migration.
In Chapter Three I report on the xise of the Hoge study at Trinity and analyze
survey results. In Chapter Four those results are further clarified, and attached to the
general knowledge of religious switching in interfaith marriage, through direct
comparison with the Hoge study. Finally in the closing chapter I draw some
conclusions and offer suggestions for responsive ministries to interfaith couples.
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CHAPTER TWO
Review of Related Literature
In reviewing interfaith literature I will focus on three areas: Roman Catholics
in America; Intermarriage Among Protestants and Catholics; and the Religious
Switching of Interfaith Couples.
1. Catholics in Anieyka
In his book Converts, Dropouts, Returnees. A Study of Religious Change
Among Catholics. Dean Hoge offers definitive insight into American Catholics. He
begins with an historical look at Catholicism's "immigrant era" from 1830-1960.
Hoge outlines the influence of three primary circumstances upon Catholic
immigration: (1) the impact and attraction of an overwhelming physical presence
created by the Catholic Church (schools, churches, hospitals, etc.); (2) the unifying
effect of Catholic reaction to emerging anti-Catholicism; and (3) the solidifying
impact of Roman Catholicism's central, and at the highest levels, non-American
authority. Hoge declares:
For more than a century the church absorbed millions of
newcomers � first from western Europe, and later from
southern and eastern Europe ~ men, women, and children
speaking a variety of languages and representing a spectrum of
cultures but all united in one faith and in the desire to find in
the New World new homes and better lives. (20)
He then proceeds to an in-depth assessment of what would ultimately be the
"Americanization" of these immigrant families:
"After World War H new underlying social forces began to
affect the church. The affluence of the laity rose to hitherto ~
unknown levels, and suburbanization began. Thousands of
young Catholics began leaving city neighborhoods they grew up
in for the promise of homes in the suburbs, with trees and
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flowers and middle-class comforts. The Catholics of the fifties
were well-educated, young, ambitious, child oriented, and at
home in the American culture. (22)
Hoge also captures parallel developments in the Catholic Church which
culminated and were accentuated by the Vatican Council U:
The closing of the Vatican Council II, in December 1965,
marked the inauguration of a new era. The new directions
were path-breaking. The council affirmed the ecumenical
movement, endorsed religious freedom of conscience in all
nations, and expressed openness and some optimism
regarding secular systems of thought. The council also
mandated liturgical innovation, encouraged the religious
orders to update themselves and their missions in the context
of modem society. (22)
Hoge and his research team had been commissioned by the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops' Committee on Evangelization to research and
interpret three of the more visible trends among modem Catholic populations:
conversion into Catholicism; dropouts from Catholicism; and the return to the
church of inactive Catholics. In analyzing the predispositions of those converting
Catholicism Hoge arrived at two major conclusions. First, that most of the new
Catholics he interviewed had originally been Protestant (almost 90%). Secondly, that
virtually all of these former Protestants had intermarried with Catholics.
A similar pattem is followed in considering "lapsed" Catholics. This analysis
leads to five proposed typologies: family-tension dropouts; weary dropouts; life-style
dropouts; spiritual-needs dropouts; and anti-change dropouts. Hoge gave similar
consideration to "retuming" Catholics with four typologies: marriage life returnees;
family life returnees; guilt-feelings returnees; and seeker returnees.
Hoge concludes his study by challenging the Catholic Church to evangelize.
He offers practical insight with a list of "concrete suggestions to stimulate creative
thinking" in this regard. Even though Hoge is a Presbyterian layman. Converts.
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Dropouts. Returnees." embodies a Catholic effort at self-understanding. It is well
written and became an effective foundation for my research at Trinity United
Methodist.
"Catholics Who Leave The Church," is an unpublished paper written by
Albertus Magnus College professor Patricia Yeaman. Yeaman reacts to the Hoge
study and provides further insight into departing Catholics; or as she calls them "post
Catholics" (1). She includes a summary of interviews with former Catholics.
Updated statistics on Catholic membership trends are also included in Yeaman's
report.
A vibrant glimpse into early Catholicism is provided in "Response of
American Catholicism To a Competitive Environment: 1850-1920," by Roger Finke
and Rodney Stark. The goal of these researchers is to convince church historians,
particularly Protestants, of early American Catholicism's inherent strengths as "an
upstart sect:"
Until recently, the history of the Roman Catholic Church in the
United States has been told briefly and badly by Protestants.
Perhaps the most serious failure of these Protestant historians
has been to regard the growth and vigor of American
Catholicism as simply a matter of immigration. To hear them
tell it, all the priests had to do was stand at the gang planks and
enroll the faithful as they disembarked. (1)
Finke and Stark argue convincingly, not only for the "unchurched" status of
many arriving Catholics, but also for the protection offered by an emerging
American Catholic institution:
Indeed, a major achievement of the church was, despite its
overwhehningly Irish hierarchy, to appeal to the broad
spectrum of ethnic Catholics and to prevent ethnic differences
from producing major schisms. Finally, above the parish level
the church created an encapsulated social structure ~ a kind of
parallel Catholic America - which protected Catholics from the
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dominant and often hostile Protestant environment. (3)
Finke and Stark celebrate the success of many priests who were as dedicated
and unpretentious as Protestant circuit riders. Indeed, the "vigorous efforts of
Protestant sects to recruit" among arriving (Catholic) populations would prove the
catalyst for the fervency of Catholic response (2).
The American Catholic People. Their Beliefs. Practices and Values, will shake
any "cloistered" Protestant. As an enthusiastic Catholic layman, nationally known
pollster George Gallup proclaims the "Catholization of American Culture" (188).
Gallup uses his organization's surveys as a means of acquiring recognition for
America's largest denomination.
He begins with a statistical interpretation of Catholicism's growth. Now "one
third of the American population and almost one half of the nation's Christians" are
Catholics (162). Statistics become people as Gallup tells us who American Catholics
are and what they're becoming. The impact of the Catholic community upon
America's religiovis consciousness is interpreted with clarity.
The celebrative spirit of this book, however, borders on triumphalism when
Gallup looks at the inherent tensions between "Americanization" and Catholicity.
He reacts against the notion that a "protestantization" of Catholics has occurred (188).
In a self contained dialogue he uses research findings to show Catholics as having
not only retained their unique religious identity, but having assumed the role of
national religious leadership, a status historically identified as Protestant. All that
has changed, Gallup tells us, because the Catholic Church has assumed "the cutting
edge" of America's religious scene (189).
Gallup's is certainly an optimistic view. He is a source of encouragement to a
Catholic Church that has numerically and culturally come of age.
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What Gallup as sociologist accomplishes in The American Catholic People.
Richard Neuhaus as theologian achieves in The Catholic Moment. Collectively, the
two books complete the picture of Catholicism's emerging strength. Neuhaus,
however, does extend his agenda beyond the limits of Gallup's enthusiasm in
illustrating not only the opportunities, but inherent threats to a Catholic people
caught in the "travail of becoming American." In one particular statement he
unwittingly gives de Tocqueville's prophetic views an altogether different twist as he
captures the essence of American Catholicism's current dilemma:
Roman Catholics from the eighteenth century on have worried
out loud whether it is possible to become American without
becoming Protestant. The new factor today is not the relative
size of Catholicism in America. Already in the middle of the
nineteenth century, the Roman Catholic Church was the largest
single religious body in America. The new factor is . . .
Catholics have become like everybody else. To the extent this is
true, much depends on whom is meant by everybody else. (283)
With refreshing honesty Neuhaus identifies the cost of an "Americanized"
Catholic Church. Reminiscent of H. Richard Niebuhur's Christ and Culture, he
challenges Catholics to vise their faith to transform their culture, Neuhavis calls this
potential occasion the "Catholic Moment":
The moment in which the Roman Catholic Church in the
world can and should be the lead church in proclaiming and
exemplifying the Gospel. This can and should also be the
moment in which the Roman Catholic Church in the United
States assumes its rightful role in the culture forming task of
constructing a religiously informed public philosophy for the
American experiment in ordered liberty . . . the community of
faith that it brings into being, must be held in relentless and
dynamic tension with all other propositions, including the
American proposition. (286)
In challenging, and yet warning the Catholic Church, Neuhavis eloquently
leaves his fellow Catholics with a guarded optimism. The end effect is to give the
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reader a grounded perspective on American Catholicism.
An articulate evaluation of the "downside" of "mainlining" Catholicism is
presented in two works by one of Catholicism's premier sociologists, Andrew
Greeley. In Catholic Schools in a Declining Church. Greeley details the negative
symptoms of a church losing its identity in a secular culture. He identifies a Catholic
people determined to define the institution by which they were historically
conditioned:
The Second Vatican Council merely accelerated the changes
that would have occurred in any case, given the higher levels of
educational attainment of American Catholics and the influx of
a younger and thoroughly Americanized generation in the
American Catholic population. (106)
Greeley offers his overview of a threatened parochial school system as a
sjmibol of an increasingly restive Catholic population. He captvu-es the degree of
religious autonomy modem Catholics now claim.
In The American Catholic: A Social Portrait. Greeley elaborates his concems
even further. Secularism has created, Greeley tells us, the "communal Catholics":
They are loyal to the Catholic Church collectively and at least
sympathetic to its heritage. At the same time, they refuse to
take seriously the teaching authority of the leadership of the
institutional church. Such communal Catholics are Catholic
because they see nothing else in American society they want to
be � . . The communal Catholic . . . will have both a more
selective and more self-conscious style of being Catholic. (272-3)
A collective series of "Christianity Today" articles, written primarily for
Protestant laity, provides general insight into American Catholicism. Included is an
interview with noted Catholic theologian Avery Dulles. The goal is to address and
de-mythologize many of the theological debates and differences within Catholicism
to which Protestants have been most attvmed.
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Norbert F. Gaughan's Troubled Catholics, The Lessons of Discontent is a
"traditionalist's" view of American Catholicism. Here the struggles of conservative
Catholics to come to terms with Vatican Council changes are examined. Gaughan's
bias against modem trends is apparent but his study is informative nonetheless.
IL Interfaith Marriage Among Protestants and Roman Catholics
Definitive research on intermarriage is limited. As of 1980 Hoge determined
the cause to be "the lack of current national data" (3). On intermarriage, "one would
expect," concurs Thomas Monahan in a report on intermarriage in Indiana," . . . that
by now we would have a voluminous fund of solid information . . . but such is not
the case" (195). Hoge attempts to remedy the situation with the "Empirical Research
on Interfaith Marriage in America," a section of his "Technical Supplement" to the
Converts, Dropouts. Retumees study. This unpublished report, co-authored with
Kathleen Ferry, available from his Catholic University office in Washington D.C.,
reviews key intermarriage studies. Their report is organized under five "question
headings":
L What are the trends and pattem in interfaith marriage?
n. What type of person is most likely to intermarry?
HI. What happens to the religious faith and commitment of the
intermarried?
IV. What happens to the children of interfaith marriages?
V. Are mixed marriages less stable than unmixed marriages?
The "Technical Supplement" provides a good assessment of American
intermarriage through the late 1970's. But Hoge and Ferry's report is limited as it is
now dated.
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Fortunately, where Hoge and Ferry leave off, Bradley R. Hertel and Michael
Hughes pick up in their unpublished paper "Religious Switching and Homogamy in
the United States." A copy of this paper can be obtained from the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University offices in Blacksburg, Virginia. Their
particular focus is on the relationship of homogeniety to the number of religious
switchers in a marriage. It is reviewed in the third section of this chapter. In
reporting their findings, however, they update a listing of research Uterature through
the late 1980's. Together the "Technical Supplement," and "Religious Switching and
Homogamy in the United States," provide a working bibliography for intermarriage
research.
Ruth Cavan's "Concepts and Terms in Interreligious Marriage," equips the
novice researcher with a technical understanding of interfaith terminology, a
necessary skill in interpreting survey results from other researchers.
The limits imposed on interfaith research by restrictive criteria is the focus of
"On the Definition of Interfaith Marriage," by Milton Yinger. For example, Yinger
analyzes the limitations of interpreting religious homogeniety strictly on the basis of
official membership. His- view supports my inclusion of active "non-members" in
the Trinity subject pool.
Changing attitudes towards interfaith marriage are dealt with in a number of
studies. A representative effort is "Religious Socialization, Present Devoutness, and
Willingness to Enter a Mixed Religious Marriage." Authors, William Kenkel, Joyce
Himler, and Leonard Cole, interviewed Catholic students at Iowa State in attempting
to determine their willingness to intermarry with Protestants. While their reported
results are dated, they provide insight into an emerging public acceptance of
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interfaith marriage.
Several articles examine how attitudes are reflected in the legislative response
of the Catholic Church. "Mixed Marriage in the Aftermath of Matrimonia Mixta", by
John E. Lynch, details the emerging sense among Catholic leaders "that the rigor of
the present legislation be mitigated regarding mixed marriages ... in regard to
certain norms of ecclesiastical law by which the separated brethren often feel
offended" (640-1). A Chicago Studies article, "Interchurch Marriage," lists the official
laws concerning interfaith marriage which embody the church's response.
A host of studies deal with rates of intermarriage. Each is limited to its pool
of subjects. Collectively, they underscore strong trends towards interfaith marriage.
A good example is "Ages at Marriage, Occupations of Grooms and Interreligious
Marriage Rates," by Lee G. Burchinal and Loren Chancellor. This study is an
examination of Iowa marriage records. It reports, among other findings, that
intermarriage among lowans in the 1950's was on the increase and affected by
occupational and educational background.
Paul H. Besanceny's 1965 study, "Interfaith Marriages of Catholics in the
Detroit Area," uses Michigan marriage records to show the same kinds of interfaith
patterns reported by Burchinal and Chancellor. Bescanceny looks specifically at the
effect of a subject's sex and levels of parochial schooling upon intermarriage rates.
He reports that men and women intermarry at comparable rates and that parochial
schooling has a limiting effect upon Catholics marrying outside their faith group.
Besanceny is one of the earliest researchers to examine links between intermarriage
and religious switching!
Bernard Lazerwitz offers a summary of other studies on intermarriage rates in
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"Intermarriage and Conversion: A Guide for Future Researcli." Lazerwitz's review
leaves interfaith researchers thoroughly convinced as to postwar increases in
interfaith marriage.
What begins to emerge among more recent studies in the 1970's and 1980's is
the attempt to use data from national surveys, specifically data from the National
Opinion Research Center (NORC). With the increase in subject pools, more
definitive conclusions can be offered.
Andrew Greeley was among the first to use NORC data in his report
"Religious Intermarriage In a Denominational Society." Greeley reports in his
conclusions, that based on the most recent statistical information, the desire for
religious homogeneity remains strong among America's interfaith marriages.
Norval Glenn's "Interreligious Marriage in the United States: Patterns and
Recent Trends," looks for similar patterns within 1973-1978 NORC surveys. He too
reports Intermarriage rates and interfaith conversions on the rise:
Data on religions in which individuals had been raised
indicated no extremely strong barriers to religious outmarriage
except among Jews ~ the fairly high degree of homogamy in
current religious preference apparently being achieved to a
large extent by religious switching after marriage or in
anticipation of marriage. (555)
"Denominations and Religious Intermarriage: Trends Among White
Americans in the Twentieth Century," by Allan McCutheon is another of the more
recent studies, and extends the use of the NORC data base up to 1982. His findings
concur with the trends described by Greeley and Glenn. A vmique feature of his
review is to use NORC data to show the limited influence of college education upon
intermarriage rates, and what appears to be a leaning away from intermarriage by
conservative Protestants.
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There are several noteworthy books on intermarriage that pre-date the
second Vatican Council II. Virtually all are written from a Roman Catholic
perspective and biased in their traditional views against interfaith marriage. They
are helpful in presenting analysis of some of the earlier research. Albert Gordon's
Intermarriage: Interfaith, Interracial. Interethnic is one of the better examples.
ni. Religious Switching In InterfaithMarriage
The lack of definitive research on interfaith marriage is even more apparent
in determining the specifics of interfaith conversions. The researcher is forced to
head in other directions before arriving at the few studies which relate specifically to
this subject area. My use of Hoge's study of Catholic converts is a case in point.
Hoge's declared intent was to acquire insight as to those converting to Catholicism,
and not as results would indicate, those simultaneously leaving Protestantism.
There is, however, some literature to consider.
Robert Bellah's Habits of the Heart clarifies the social assimilation that has
already occurred between Protestants and Catholics. His concern is for a transitional
American culture upon which traditional values have a decreasing effect. Bellah
grounds the reader in a historical view of an evolving American individualism.
This individualism, Bellah contends, was originally tempered by a shared desire for
the "group's" well being (i.e., family, chtu-ch, community, etc.). In recent times,
however, Bellah is convinced that such individualism has become excessive to the
point of endangering this balance. The needs of the social group at large have
become increasingly disregarded. Applied to the specifics of this study, the Catholic
immigrant has become the communal Catholic!
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Habits of the Heart also provides a sociological background for an interfaith
study. As the loss of traditional barriers and values continues, religious distinctions
are also blurred. The new Americans whom Bellah describes choose their churches
as they choose all things in their lives, with a sense of what suits them best.
While several of the papers and books reviewed in section one of this chapter
examine "departing Catholics" no one seems to have made any effort to determine
how many of those leaving are actually out-converts to Protestantism. This is an
excellent area for future research.
A few research studies do attempt to deal with the religious outcome of
interfaith conversions, but most of these are dated. An example is "Religious
Identification, Mixed Marriage and Conversion," by Seward Salisbury (1969).
Salisbury, along with other researchers from the 1960's era, report conversion rates
as strongly favoring interfaith migration to Catholicism.
"Conversion and Consonance: A Sociology of White American Catholic
Converts," by Andre Billette is another conversion rate study. Billette reports that
many converting Protestant spouses from his 60's era study were weak in their
religious convictions, and showed limited change in Iheir religious behavior after
conversion. An examination of Billette's report is helpful, in that he beings to link
predispositions with conversion rates. In that sense Billette pre-dates Hoge's later
efforts. "A Model of Change of Religious Affiliation," by Ruth Wallace also serves as
a lead-in to Hoge research, as she too attempts to identify the "variables" which
influenced interfaith conversion into Catholicism.
"Religious Switching and Homogamy in the United States," is another one of
the few studies to use national surveys as a data base. In an exhaustive analysis of
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NORC surveys from 1973-1987, Hertel and Hughes seek to determine the
relationship between the achievement of religious homogamy and the number of
religious switchers in a marriage. As evident among 11 of the nation's largest
denominations, they report that in marriages where one spouse makes a religious
switch it is usually to the faith group of the other spouse. And in those marriages
where both spouses make a religious change it is almost always towards one church.
This is helpful, but rather obvious, information! The problem with the study is that
it fails to provide data on the original religious backgroimd of the switchers. The
homogamous results of religious switching are reported without detailing the
specific patterns of the religious change.
A few studies which investigate the growth of fundamentalist and
charismatic churches recognize that many of their converts are former Catholics.
Reginald Bibbly and Merlin Brinkerhoff offer an example of such an effort in "The
Circulation of the Saints: A Study of People Who Join Conservative Churches."
The relationship of conversion to interfaith marriage, however, is not explored.
The Churched and the Unchurched in America by David Rozen looks at
attitudinal differences among four categories of churched arvi imchurched,
Protestants and Catholics. The work offers an excellent array of nationally scaled
religious demographics. Rozen falls short, however, of examining any interfaith
patterns of religious switching between these groups.
"The difficulty of the Roman Catholic's Integration Into Protestant Church
Life in the Twentieth Century," by Doctor of Ministry student, W. Wallace Hpstetter
investigates Catholic converts at his Presbyterian congregation in suburban Detroit.
A copy of this study was not obtainable from Reformed Seminary in Jackson,
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Mississippi, nor from the author. However, in lengthy phone conversations with
Dr. Hostetter it was apparent that in the context of his view a religious switch from
Catholicism is a contradiction in terms as it involves leaving "an apostate church."
His opinion reflects one of the major reasons little research has been conducted by
some of the more conservative churches concerning the many former Catholics in
their midst.
In a series of brief articles in "Net Results" Lyle Schaller presents some
startling claims. In "Reflections on Three Decades - Part I: What were the
Surprises?" Schaller has this to say:
When I was a pastor in the 1950's most of the adults making a
Protestant-Catholic switch in their church affiliation went to
the Roman Catholic Church. Three out of four couples in an
interfaith marriage ended up in the Catholic Church. Today
the traffic is far heavier in the opposite direction. (11)
The intrigue of those claims was such that I initiated personal correspondence
with Mr. Schaller. In a series of return letters dated July 18, 1991 and August 6, 1991,
Schaller offered his views that based upon current NORC surveys, "Roman Catholic
sociologists claim it is now 4 to 1" in favor of the Catholic spouse of an interfaith
marriage converting to Protestantism! The problem with Schaller's assertion is that
while it may appear intriguing in relation to a church like Trinity Methodist, I can
find no evidence that such "official" research exists!
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CHAPTER THREE
The Migration of Roman Catholic Spouses to the Trinity
United Methodist Church, Clayton, New Jersey
Intermarriage between Catholics and Protestants is the greatest
single source of new Catholic converts. It is also the great single
source of disidentification from Catholicism. (Hoge 72)
DesfripHnn nf Converts
Upon completing the thirty interviews results were coded and reported (see
Appendix B, Table B.l). A summary of the key findings is reported in Appendix A,
Table A.l.
Sixteen of the Trinity United Methodist subjects were male, fourteen female.
A 76% majority were under the age of 45. Of the remaining spouses 17% were
between the ages of 45 - 60, 7% in their sixties, (see Appendbc A, Table A.3).
All of those interviewed were Caucasian. The majority could identify a
predommant ethnic ancestry: 33% Italian, 20% Irish, 20% Eastern European, 10%
French, and 17% mixed/other. Only a few of Italian descent, whose families had
more recently arrived in the United States, could recall any significant cultural or
language traditions from childhood.
All thirty subjects had been baptized Roman Catholic as infants. The parents
of two-thirds of the subjects were both Catholic. Surprisingly, the parents of the
other one-third of those interviewed at Trinity were themselves interfaith. In all
instances this involved a Protestant married to a Catholic, (see Appendix A, Table
A.4). However, since virtually all of the subjects were raised Roman Catholic, the
ecumenical impact of their religiously "mixed" families was limited. Only one of
the subjects had ever regularly attended her Protestant parents' church, and even
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then only for a limited period of time. The Protestant parent of one Trinity subject
was a United Methodist layleader! That individual reported during the interview
how as a young Catholic he had been convinced that it would be a mortal sin for
him to even enter his father's church.
All the subjects are currently married to United Methodists; 83% are first time
marriages. Table 3.1 identifies 90% of the non-converting spouses as originally
Protestant. Of those who have been divorced, two are under the age of 45, three are
in the 45-60 age group. All previous marriages were to Roman Catholics (see
Appendix A, Table A.5). The one exception is a subject in her third marriage. Her
first marriage was to a Catholic, the second and current marriage to a Protestant.
During the interview she indicated (with her husband sitting alongside!) that her
first marriage felt like "the real one ... as it involved a priest and a Catholic
husband."
Table 3.1
Religious Backgroimd of Protestant Spouse
United Methodist 50%
Presbyterian 10%
Baptist 10%
Assembly of God 3%
Episcopal 7%
Lutheran 3%
Unspecified Protestant 10%
Roman Catholic 7%
The median age at the time of religious change was 29 (see Appendbc A, Table
A.3). The most common scenario involved converting, most often to United
Methodism, within the first three years of the most recent marriage. Since the
average current age of the subjects is 33, a majority of conversions took place within
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the last five years. The two subjects over age 60, are the clearest exceptions to recent
conversions, having become Protestant when they were married in the 1940's.
Educational backgrounds were split between high school and college levels
(see Appendix A, Table A.3). A significant portion of subjects had attended parochial
schools. Reactions to that schooling were mixed, and in some instances quite
negative. During the interviews recollection of Catholic schooling produced a
variety of "war stories." Most of these recollections seemed out of touch with the
current reality of parish schools predominantly staffed by laity, and even in some
instances, by Protestant teachers. However dramatic their memories, those who did
receive parochial schooling have generally sent their own children to public schools.
Once Catholic high school graduate was amazed at the number of Protestant families
in Clayton whose children attend Catholic schools.
Other forms of religious education were limited. Typically, they involved
short term attendance at catechism classes prior to first communion.
An amazing 86% of the subjects reported themselves as having been active
mass attenders as children (see Appendix A, Table A.3). Their parents were less
frequent in attendance, a topic of consternation for many who resented being sent to
church by those parents (see appendix A, Table A.4). Strictly on the evidence of this
youthful involvement, it appeared to be the goal of almost every subject's parents to
have their children raised Roman Catholic. This included some form of
acquiescence on the part of Protestant parents. The only exception was among those
few subjects whose families were inactive by Catholic standards. In the Hoge study
inactives were defined as those who attended mass less than twice a year (apart from
weddings, funerals, Christmas and Easter) as well as former Catholics who have
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switched to a non-Catholic church and attend it services (5).
Reasons for Becoming a Convert
Tables A.l and A.6 (see Appendix A) report the predispositions for conversion
to Protestantism. The first predisposition places the influence of the marriage as
primary, with concern for children and family unity as secondary. The second
predisposition was limited to family concems for religious homogeniety. This
delineation frustrated many of the Trinity subjects who saw the influence of their
marriages and concem for family religious unity as equally important. Survey
results showed a 77% majority at Trinity reporting the influence of spouses as "very
important," with only a slightly smaller proportion (63%) also describing Very
important" concem for family.
One of the most visible distinctions was with the 93% of those at Trinity who
reported they were "dissatisfied" with the Catholic Church. Through the interviews
it was determined that most of this disagreement was doctrinal and a "very
important" predisposition 75% of the time, (see Appendix A, Table A.1). Some who
fell into this category took issue with Roman Catholicism on subjects such as the
specifics of the church's position on birth control Others expressed a vague
discomfort with "all church laws." Interestingly enough, the church's stance on
abortion, in line with the conservative views of Trinity Methodist, was not an issue.
A number of subjects felt their frustrations with Catholic doctrine had been
accelerated by the debates of Vatican n. As one spouse commented, "For years I
thought it was silly that you couldn't eat meat on Fridays. Then when they told us
we could eat meat it seemed as if the floodgates had opened for us to question
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everything else." In another interview a subject shared his negative feelings "as an
American" towards what he perceived as the imposition of a "European religion."
Would these disgruntled Catholics have left their church apart from interfaith
marriage? Survey results suggest they would not. Doctrinal disagreements were
generally added baggage to departures ah-eady in motion for other reasons. In fact,
only a few Trinity subjects would ultimately be typologized as "dissatisfied converts."
Half the subjects had felt a spiritual need in their lives prior to conversion. A
77% majority reported having a "spiritual" conversion at one time or another. Most
conversions, however, did not occur as a direct prelude to entry into Protestantism.
Obviously while the word conversion is applied to this study in a generic sense, the
"religious switch" label captures a better sense of what was occurring among those,
who in the majority, were already professing Christians.
While a few (23%) had experienced personal problems which influenced their
switch to Protestantism, ahnost all (97%) were influenced by other persons. In most
cases the person who posed the influence was a spouse or fiancee, though friends
were also a factor. Frequently an involved friend played a back-up role to the
dominant influence of a spouse. The impact of prayer groups. Marriage Encounter,
retreats, and crusades upon transition into Protestantism was minimal. Television
ministries had no effect.
Two subjects described their divorces as the specific events facilitating their
religious change. No other predispositions were dominant in this group. Each of
these persons described themselves as preferring to remain actively Catholic had
church law recognized their new marriages.
Using Hoge's procedures typologies were applied through an individual
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review of the survey (see Table 3.2).
Table 3.2
Five Types of Converts
Intermarriage Converts 23%
Family Life Converts 26%
Seeker Converts 26%
Dissatisfied Catholics 17%
Pushed Out 7%
Intermarriage Converts
Almost one fourth of the subjects at Trinity United Methodist were
intermarriage converts. All were primarily predisposed towards Protestantism
through the influence of a Protestant spouse or fiancee. Religious homogeniety was
desired and usually accomplished either before or early in the marriage. Conversion
to Catholicism had generally not been considered a strong option among the
originally Protestant spouses. Religious convictions on the part of the converts,
however, were present. The more open atmosphere of the 1980's and 90 's had
simply caused the influence of personal beliefs to be equally influential, if not
superior, to the dictates of church law. These converts saw the satisfaction of their
religious needs accomplished in their switch to Protestantism. Persuasive Protestant
spouses had served as a further catalyst to a willingness already present.
Joe and Laurie
Joe, a young man in his mid-twenties, has attended the Trmity United
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Methodist Church with his wife Laurie for ahnost two years. Laurie had been raised
as a United Methodist, became inactive as a teen, only to return to active church life
in her mid-twenties. Their first contact with Trinity was through attending the pre
marriage classes required prior to their 1989 wedding. One year later their first child
was bom and baptized at the church.
Raised in an Italian family, Joe describes his upbringing as "very Catholic."
He attended parochial school all the way through high school. He judges his
educational experience as positive though gradually influenced by the deliberations
of Vatican II. Joe's sole dissatisfaction with Catholicism was with the excessive
authority of the priests.
Two circumstances led Joe to Protestantism. The most important was his
engagement to Laurie. Laurie had experienced a deeply felt religious conversion in
her early twenties. Joe didn't share her convictions, but remained open to his wife's
feelings.
The second circumstance was the tragic death of Joe's parents in an
automobile accident a year prior to their marriage. Joe recalls that his grief was
aggravated by what he perceived as the aloofness of the Catholic Church and the
perfunctory visits of his priest. Another priest, a long time friend of the family, was
not allowed to cross parish boundaries to conduct the funeral. By Joe's admission,
the intensity of his emotions conditioned his sensitivity. During this time he did
receive the spiritual support he longed for from Laurie.
While the marriage ceremony at Trinity Methodist included the participation
of a Catholic priest, Joe saw himself moving towards Protestantism. By the time
their daughter was bom and her baptism was discussed, he was totally supportive of
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Laurie's insistence that she be raised Protestant. In the interview Joe described
himself as Protestant even though he has yet to see the need to become an official
member. His separation from Catholicism, especially as it was accentuated by the
loss of his parents, is not fully resolved. At the same time he celebrates his family's
experience at Trinity.
Family Life Converts
The 26% who fell into the family life typology shared in the desire of
intermarriage converts to achieve religious homogeniety. However, for family life
converts church migration could best be described as more of a shared than
influenced process. For most of these converts religious unity became a concem only
when children were bom later in the marriage. As new parents these couples
wanted to find one church in which to raise their families. Most of these couples
were insistent that migration to either church could have occurred. Yet from the
interviews it seemed clear that the "Protestant option" had always held the upper
hand. Confronted by the inherent challenges of interfaith marriage, these couples
had found contacts with Protestant churches and clergy as more relationally positive.
Often the desire to have a child baptized or to schedule a wedding set the
religious switch in motion. Doctrinal disagreements with Catholicism and religious
motivation were secondary but present.
Frank and Brenda
Frank was raised in a French Canadian family in Southem New England.
He attended Catholic mass weekly, and received most of his formal education in
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parochial schools. He remembers his Catholic upbringing fondly, and as a source of
family and ethnic pride. What drew Frank out of Catholicism was not his Protestant
wife, but their shared religious concems for future children.
Frank met Brenda while stationed at an army base in California. Brenda was
active in a Protestant congregation, Frank attended mass at the base chapel. In the
midst of making wedding plans they simply found Brenda's pastor more
accommodating than Frank's priest. Following the path of least resistance, Frank
joined Brenda at her Protestant church. Frank recalls no doctrinal disagreements
with the Catholic Church other than the fact that he now feels they have "too many
mles and throw up too many roadblocks." Brenda, likewise, insists that she could
have been happy attending either church, "it was just easier at the Protestant
church." Their children were raised Protestant and their daughter is now married to
a Methodist minister. Now in his late 50's Frank is glad that he became Protestant,
though he readily admits that current discomforts with Catholicism were never felt
during the original switch.
Prior to coming to Trinity United Methodist, Frank and Brenda were charter
members of a new Assemblies of Cod congregation. A later disagreement with the
pastor led them to drop out of church involvement for several years. Later, in a visit
to Trinity United Methodist, "the closest church in the neighborhood," their longing
for a church family was renewed.
Seeking Converts
The "seekers" at Trinity United Methodist were the 26% whose relationship
to Catholicism was limited to, if not soley based upon, infant baptism. Interestingly
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enough, with one exception their Protestant spouses had been equally unchurched.
These couples were the "interfaith unchurched!" The sole influence of their
religious origms was to keep respective faith groups as possibilities on later "church
shopping lists."
Andrea and Richard
Andrea, a young woman in her late twenties, was raised in an ethnically
Polish family from an older Philadelphia suburb. She married Richard, who
describes his religious upbringing as "Protestant," while unable to specify the
denomination of which he was a part.
Andrea's limited Catholic experience as a child included a few years of
parochial schooling. However, all church involvement came to a drastic end with
the premature death of her mother. Her father, embittered by the loss, withdrew his
family from church life altogether.
Throughout their teen years and on into their twenties Richard and Andrea
were unchurched. By their mid-twenties, having lived together for a number of
years, they were married in a civil ceremony. What motivated a spiritual quest was
their desire for a child. Through a series of tests Andrea had discovered problems in
her ability to conceive. Only by "a miracle" the doctors told her, would she and
Richard ever have a child.
Distraught by the diagnosis the two began "searching for that miracle" by
visiting local churches. At a Sunday night Christian rock concert at a large
charismatic church they went forward during an altar call to make personal
commitments to Jesus Christ. When that church later failed to follow up on the
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couple a friend influenced them to visit Trinity. A year later their "miracle," a
healthy baby girl, v^as bom. They enjoy their involvement at church and especially
their friendships with couples their own age.
The DissatisfipH Converts
The "dissatisfied converts," reported as statistically non-existent in Hoge's
study, were the 17% of Trinity subjects ready to leave Catholicism irregardless of an
interfaith marriage. In fact some in this category were actually Protestant before their
marriage to Protestants. This minimizes the interfaith influence, though the
desirability of a Protestant spouse, by admission of several subjects, had increased
upon their conversions. One of the two couples where husband and wife were
converts to Protestantism also fell into this typology. Their dissatisfaction with
Catholicism was vocal and extreme.
Among these religious switchers predispositions were almost exclusively
doctrinal. The typical pattem involved a "spiritually based" conversion followed by
growing dissatisfaction with "Catholic beliefs." Two of the dissatisfied are now far
more active in the church than their spouses, a pattem typical for enthusiastic
converts.
Tom and Patty
Patty was raised in a devout Roman Catholic family. Her strong sense of
Catholicism would be challenged however, when attending a junior high summer
camp sponsored by a friend's Baptist church. At the camp she experienced a deeply
felt conversion that has guided her spiritually ever since. What would frustrate
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Patty's Catholicism was, as she described it, "her growing sense of scripture and
distrust of church laws." As a dutiful daughter she followed her parents to Catholic
functions with increasing discomfort.
When later enrolled in college, Patty joined a Campus Crusade for Christ
chapter. There she met her future husband Tom, a Protestant bom of interfaith,
though now Protestant, parents. Every Sunday through four years of college, Patty
would attend Catholic mass with her parents, and a Protestant worship service with
Tom and her Crusade for Christ friends. This pattem of dual attendance was evident
among other subjects and typologies at Trinity. Patty felt her spiritual nurture
through that phase came from Protestant contacts, even though she felt unable to
break Catholic ties. It was not until she married Tom, that Patty felt free "officially"
to switch to Protestantism. Patty has a "sense" that one day she may be called to enter
the ordained ministry.
The Pushed Out
Two of the persons (7%) studied at Trinity United required the creation of a
category of "pushed out" converts. Both subjects had married Catholics, were later
divorced, and eventually were remarried to Protestants. They had a positive
experience as Catholics, and would have stayed actively Catholic, had their
subsequent marriages been recognized. Both felt hurt by a Catholic Church which in
their minds, had failed them. One of these spouses recalled with embarrassment
that with full consciousness she had reported herself as Roman Catholic upon a
recent admission to a hospital.
Attitudes towards Protestantism however, were not negative. Even as their
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faith had been rooted in Roman CathoUcism, both "pushed out" had experienced
continued spiritual growth as Protestants. New relationships with people in their
adopted congregation were described as very important.
Barbara andMel
Barbara's religious background is aptly described as "charismatic Catholic."
Bom in an Italian neighborhood in South Philadelphia, she was extremely active in
her church and "enjoyed every minute of it." There were some disagreements with
Catholic doctrine but none strong enough for her to ever consider leaving. Her level
of satisfaction would meet its most severe test upon the occasion of her divorce.
Her second husband, Mel, the son of a United Methodist minister, and also
divorced, hadn't been to church in years. Mel was willing to reconsider church
involvement and attended mass with Barbara frequently. Barbara even had a friend
take Mel to a Knights of Columbus meeting! It was when several of the priests
confronted them with the church's restrictions upon their receiving the sacrament
that the motion towards later separation first occurred. At that point they felt their
options were either to attend another Catholic church incognito, or investigate the
Methodism from Mel's background. A friend of Mel's, aware of their dilemma,
invited them to Trinity Methodist. They have been active since their first visit, and
recently became members.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Trinity United Methodist and the Hoge Study: Comparisons and Contracts
In Understanding Church Growth and Decline Hoge and Roosen quote their
counterpart in Protestant studies, Peter Wagner:
Research shows that the decision to leave or stay in the Roman
Catholic church is based much more often on relational than
on doctrinal bases (church growth research shows that
Protestants make these decisions in much the same way.) One
can see the relational factor so strongly in two ways. First . .
Kinship ties to the social group are much more important to
these people than specific doctrinal issues . . Second are those
Roman Catholics who are part of the American mainstream.
Many of them are like those in Protestant denominations
where there is diminishing denominational loyalty. So, when
they move, they look first for a church that meets their needs
In both cases, the relational element for staying in the church
or leaving it is the determining factor. (31)
The basis for survey comparisons weis the shared relationship between
religious switching and interfaith marriage. As previously described, this included
all thirty of the persons interviewed at Trinity Methodist, and as many as 90% of the
converts from Hoge's study.
Original Religious Backgrotmd
Former Catholics had been raised as consistently Catholic as their
counterparts Protestant. Patterns of church involvement were almost identical (see
Appendbc A, Table A.3). A majority had received religious training. Former
Protestants had attended traditional Sunday schools, many former Catholics were
enrolled in parochial schook. Several of the Trinity spouses recalled 1950's release
programs when during public school hours Catholic students were walked to the
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nearest parish for religious instruction. Protestants were more favorable towards the
religious training they had received, particularly when compared with Catholics
who had attended parochial schools. Participation in worship was comparable, with
90% reporting attendance "at least once a month."
The religious origins and patterns of the subjects were similarly reflected in
their parents. Many of the parents came from religiously mbced backgroimds (see
Appendbc A, Table A.4) though either Protestant or Catholic in all instances.
Protestant affiliations clearly favored mainline churches. The majority of these were
"churched" families.
RgligipyiS Switch
Each religious switcher shared two common experiences: departure from one
church and entry, at some point, into another. Predispositions towards these
religious changes are listed in Appendix A, Table A.l, for both studies.
At the outset it was noted that switching from one church to another was not.
always immediate. Interim "drop out" periods were common (see Appendix A,
Table A.8). By an almost 2 to 1 ratio however, former Catholics remained
consistently more churched throughout their conversions than Protestants. Far
more of the Trinity subjects described themselves as "religious" through their
transitions. Some continued to attend mass even as they began to visit Protestant
churches. The attitudes of those departing from Protestantism generally appeared
more religiously indifferent towards churches. The average age of dropouts were
similar in both groups.
Reasoi\s for dropping out varied. "Married or dating a person of a different
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denomination," was the primary predisposition for one third of both groups.
Beyond that, differences became quickly apparent. Over half of Hoge's group held no
stronger motivation for dropping out than either dating a Catholic, drifting away, or
one of a number of reasons collectively lumped together as "other." Converts to
Protestantism gave more direct answers. Two thirds of their number either
identified divorce, doctrinal disagreement, or concem for family unity as causing
their dropout.
Some of the subjects had stayed religiously active throughout the switch by
attending an interim church. This was tme for 40% of the Trinity subjects vs. only
15% of those Hoge interviewed.
All interim experiences for Trinity subjects were at Protestant, though not
necessarily mainhne, churches. Descriptions of these usually brief interludes were
generally negative. Most often the church was fundamentalist or Pentecostal.
Doctrinal disagreements were the primary predisposition for the second switch.
Moving from Catholicism to fundamentalism, was described by some, as a jump
from the "frying pan into the fire," Even so later involvement at Trinity Methodist
was described as having been enhanced by the church's "evangelical," yet more
relational and less dogmatic, atmosphere. This transition from Roman Catholicism
to Protestant fundamentalism, and then to the "evangelical mainline," poses an
interesting future study.
Tables A.l and A.6 (see Appendix A) compare predispositions towards the
religious switch. In most cases motivational patterns were more similar than
dissimilar. The doctrinal dissatisfaction among those at Trinity stands out as a clear
exception. Protestant converts clearly had problems with their former chiu-ch.
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There was a contrast in influence of facilitating persons and relationships in
the two studies. Protestant converts saw their religious change as "very influenced"
by another person, two thirds of them by a second person as well. Catholic converts
felt less relationally affected. Little more than half of their switches involved the
influence of a first person. The impact of additional persons was a factor less than
one fourth of the time.
Facilitating events had little effect on conversions. The 7% of Protestant
converts who saw their divorce as the catalyst for religious change were the
exception. Interestingly, pre-marriage requirements had little immediate effect upon
migration. Surveys from each study show the majority of couples retained their
original religious identities up to the wedding. The actual religioxis switch, for the
majority of converts, came later in the marriage.
The influence of Marriage Encounter weekends, retreats, media ministries,
and religious literature also had little effect upon anyone's conversion. Television
ministries had virtually no effect. Only the category of charismatic prayer groups
was important to some Protestant converts.
Concems for family unity and the religious education of children were
difficult to decipher from Hoge's survey results. The ages and numbers of children
were proportionate with each group (see Appendix A, Table A.6). Around 80% of the
Trinity Methodist converts were predisposed towards their children's needs, in
contrast to only one third of Hoge's subjects. This raises some questions as to why
Hoge later typologized almost half of his subjects as "Family Life Converts."
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Post Religious Switfh
The effects of religious switching were more pronounced among Protestant
than Catholic converts, (see Appendix A, Table A.7) All of the Trinity subjects
reported "positive religious change" as having occurred in themselves and their
families as a result of their conversions, while only slightly more than half of Hoge's
subjects saw similar results. Interestingly enough, that trend began to reverse itself
when the survey measured changes in church attendance. Two thirds of Protestant
converts reported themselves as attending church more frequently, against an even
higher 85% proportion of new Catholics. In several instances respondents at Trinity
United Methodist saw any infrequent attendance as a part of their newly discovered
freedom as Protestants, and in no way indicative of their religiosity. A dramatic
difference was apparent among the 97% of Trinity subjects (compared to only 29% of
Hoge's converts) who through their religious switch had also changed their circle of
friends.
(['nnvert Typologies
While relational and family unity predispositions were comparable in the
two studies, spiritually and doctrinally based facilitators were more pronounced
among the Trinity interviewees (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1
Five Types of Converts
Trinity Hpge
Intermarriage Converts 23% 38%
Family Life Converts 26% 45%
Seeker Converts 26% 12%
Dissatisfied Converts 17% 0%
Pushed Out 7% 0%
I. Intermarriage Converts
Hoge classified 38% of his subjects as intermarriage converts, 23% were given
the label at Trinity Methodist. The influence of a spouse was common if not
proportionately equal. Hoge's data showed Catholic intermarriage converts
predisposed towards the influence of the spouse, but with only one fourth of that
number similarly disposed towards the spouse's Catholicism! This was significantly
different among Trinity intermarriage converts whose predispositions towards
spouse, and their spouse's Protestantism, were relative equal.
II. Family Life converts
Family life converts in each study saw no conflict, and only resolution, in
meeting family and personal needs through religiovis homogeniety. By a 2 to 1 ratio
Hoge placed more of his subjects in this category. It would appear that these converts
could have been equally predisposed towards either church. In fact, several of the
Trinity subjects stated that to be the case. In reality - and current statistics would
seem to support this � Protestantism was favored. In that sense, the patterns of
relational vs. spiritual predispositions which identified intermarriage converts were
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only slightly less apparent in the family life converts. New Catholics sought family
unity.
HI. Seeker Converts
Seeker converts were the unchurched or underchurched from both studies.
There were proportionately twice as many at Trinity Methodist. The patterns of
religiosity in this category were as close between each study group as any of the
typologies. As seekers, some had found religious resolution in Catholicism, with
proportionately more making similar discoveries in Protestantism. From an
ecumenical perspective they collectively constitute the only subjects who in the
classic sense could be called converts.
IV. Dissatisfied Converts
Hoge failed to identify any of his subjects as dissatisfied. At Trinity United
Methodist 17% fell into this typology. If less of Hoge's subjects were spiritually
motivated, the difference comes as no surprise. As has been noticed, almost all of
the former Catholics were dissatisfied in some way with Catholicism. In
determining who fell into this typology, however, the degree of dissatisfaction was
the determining factor. Included in this category were those who would have
probably left Catholicism irregardless of interfaith marriage. A few of the Trinity
"dissatisfied" were convinced, however, that through their conversions they became
more predisposed towards marrying a Protestant.
V. Pushed Owt Converts
Only a few Trinity subjects (7%) felt pushed out. If not for the pressures
created by their divorce they would have remained Catholic. Conversion from
Catholicism for these persons was extremely painful.
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Conclusinns
As discussed in Chapter One, different variables were applied in researching
Trinity's interfaith subjects. As a result. Trinity subjects appeared to be more
spiritually rooted in their conversions than Hoge's subjects. The survey showed
new Protestants with more numerous, and more deeply felt predispositions towards
their religious switch. Longer tenures as Protestants could have been a conditioning
factor. Would similar levels of spiritual maturity been evident had Hoge surveyed
converts with longer tenure in Catholicism? The possibihty certainly exists.
Trinity's two "pushed out converts", with extensive Catholic backgroimds, were
among the most deeply religious subjects interviewed. As a means of extending
comparative study, it would be interesting, after an additional decade as Roman
Catholics, to interview some of Hoge's subjects again.
There may be another explanation for the differences among the subjects.
Hoge's surveys failed to examine the influence of institutional demands. This
would have been an appropriate line of inquiry considering the historical pattem of
Roman Catholic demands on religiously mixed marriage. Survey results uncovered
two strong traits among most Trinity converts. First, the influence of high levels of
religious individualism upon their religious switching. Second, a general bias
against Catholicism and towards Protestantism. The combination of these two traits
contributed to the shift of many of Trinity's interfaith spouses to Protestantism.
In contrast were the traits evident vdthin a majority of Hoge's subjects. First,
a lack of strong personal conviction towards their conversions. Second, neutrality in
their predispositions towards either Catholicism or Protestantism. Consequently,
many of the spouses in Hoge's study apparently felt few tensions in honoring
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traditional Roman Catholic demands. This is not to deny spiritual feelings among
Hoge's new Catholics. Undoubtedly, there are many interfaith spouses whose
embrace of Catholicism fostered new levels of spiritual growth. My sister is one of
those persons! What institutional considerations could explain, however, is the data
Schaller reports which show Hoge's new Catholics as statistical exceptions to current
conversion patterns among the intermarried. Such a scenario would justify Hoge
typologizing so many of his subjects as family life converts. The goal of such
conversions would then be two fold. First, to create religiously homogeneous
marriages and families. Second, to accomplish that homogeneity with the least
amount of challenge against church laws. As these two goals remain important, the
convert is all the more inclined towards Roman Catholicism.
In comparing interfaith data from the 1950's with more recently reported
trends a possible pattem emerges. If in the 1950's 20% of interfaith couples were
willing to actively resist Catholic church law by becoming Protestant, Hoge may have
"discovered" the roughly 20% historically disinclined to challenge Roman
Catholicism under any circumstances. The experience of the remaining 60%
majority is then measured by the circun\stances siirrounding Vatican II. Prior to the
Coimcil, as most interfaith couples felt pressured by church law, they became Roman
Catholic. As interfaith marriages experienced the effects of Vatican II the outcome of
religious switching, according to Schaller, reversed itself. The end result was an
increasing number of interfaith couples who felt free to choose Protestantism. Such
a scenario reflects Schaller's recent claim that by the 1990's, in almost reverse'
proportion to what had been occurring forty years earlier, interfaith couples are
becoming Protestant on a 4 to 1 basis.
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CHAPTER nVE
Ministering Effectively in An Interfaith Context
I think you deserve the tenderest regard I can show, were it
only because the same God hath raised you and me from the
dust of the earth and had made us both capable of loving and
enjoying him to eternity; were it only because the Son of God
has brought you and me with his blood. How much more, if
you are a person fearing God (as without question many of you
are) and studying to have a conscience void of offense towards
God and toward man?
John Wesley
A Letter to A Roman Catholic
July 18, 1749
I. Protestants and Catholics Will Continue to Intermarry
Nothing suggests that the momentum or direction of interfaith trends will
change. Of nine couples who've started attending Trinity since research for this
study was completed, seven include a Catholic spouse.
The pastoral leader's responsibility is to keep abreast of religious
demographics. I am amazed at the number of Protestant clergy in New Jersey who
fail to see the proportion of Catholics in their midst. As Jesus recognized that the
church's ministry would extend beyond the nucleus of the Jewish community, so
must Protestant clergy be prepared to reach beyond the borders of their
denomination.
Trends in interfaith marriage require an understanding of active Catholics.
Many of the Catholics switching to Trinity Methodist were very involved in their
former parishes; parishes that in many instances were experiencing their own
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revitalization. Contrary to the worst Protestant stereotypes, many Catholics are
deeply spiritual people! Charismatic Catholics in particular offer a vitality to the
local level often absent in many Protestant churches. Catholics are studying
scripture, mass attendance is up, priests are being pressured to improve their
homilies. Is it possible to include the American Catholic Church within the bounds
of the "One Lord, one faith, one baptism," which Paul speaks of in Ephesians? I
believe the answer is yes. Granted, there are differences between Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism which theologians can quickly and justifiably
identify. At the grass roots level, however, and especially in communities such as
Clayton that are predominantly Catholic, such differences are increasingly diffioilt to
distinguish.
One of the clearest examples of an interfaith blend occurs in the context of
interfaith weddings. Having now performed dozens of such weddings, I share the
joy of Catholic parents who are as pleased as Protestant counterparts when amidst a
secular world, their children marrying confessing Christians. The participation of
priests in Trinity weddings has become common.
An understanding of communal Catholics is equally important. Many of the
Trinity subjects were drawing upon dated memories of Catholicism or were never
really churched to begin with. A "mainline Catholicism" is up against the same
patterns of inactive membership which has plagued Protestantism for years. Of the
almost 4,000 "Catholics" in Clayton, as few as a thousand would match their
church's criteria for "active" membership. The inactives, apart from the remnants
of ethnic background, are no more Catholic than unchurched Protestants are
Protestant. I recently met a "Catholic" unaware that her church had priests; a
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situation only slightly more troubling than a Methodist ignorant of John Wesley.
The reality for the 21st century is that the interfaith dimensions of church
selection are now almost completely affected by the individualism Bellah described.
People choose their own churches. Denominational labels like United Methodist,
and even to some extent, Roman Catholic, have become increasingly irrelevant to
populations who refuse to be restrained by institutional demands. No other factor
affects religious switching more than this! When the religious background of most
new persons at Trinity is not United Methodist, it's obvioiis that denominational
loyalty was not the draw, nor will it guarantee retention. Catholicism faces the same
challenge. Catholic baby boomers are affected somewhat by the memory of the pre-
Vatican standards their parents actively honored (and in some instances still do).
The children of these "boomers" will evolve to religious independence in an
absolute sense. The lack of institutional loyalty forces the church, perhaps
appropriately so, to strategize pragmatically.
II. Interfaith Couples Seek Religious Homogeniety
The Hoge and Trinity studies provide further evidence of several ongoing
trends. First, interfaith couples are engaged in all sorts of church shopping.
Secondly, interfaith couples still want religious homogeniety! ReUgious switching
could be one of the few places where expressive "individualism" actually includes
the concems of others. None of the Trinity subjects came even close to considering
an interchurch relationship. The challenge for ministry is to intersect with these
"potential cxistomers" as often as possible.
The local church must cautiously match the spirit of "ecumenical
selectiveness" which visitors bring with them. This is not to homogenize the
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individual differences of respective denominations. A climate of openness,
however, enhances the exchange. It also reflects the kind of tolerance the Bible
demands!
An area of particular concem is anti-Catholicism. Anti-Catholicism among
Protestants is not only scripturally ungrounded, but counterproductive in interfaith
ministries even to theologically disgmntled Catholics. The surveys showed that
dissatisfactions were typically secondary and were often attempts to deal with the
pain of separation. To be anti-Catholic is to deny the work of the Holy Spirit in the
religious switchers former experience as a Ron\an Catholic. Anti-Catholicism
undermines the spiritual harmony of the many extended famiUes which include
religiously active Roman Catholics. While the comparison is far more extreme,
Paul never denied his Jewish background. Some of my most effective recmitment
of interfaith converts included encouragement to look more accurately and
positively at their former church. Antagonism towards Catholicism will inhibit
one's spiritual growth as a Protestant!
One of the proudest accomplishments of my Clayton ministry has been to
encourage our local Council of Churches to include the St. Catherine Roman
Catholic parish (the largest congregation in town!). For the Independent Baptist
Church (Clayton's second largest church) to exit the council because of that inclusion
was shortsighted. As every ecumenist knows, the intent is never to compromise
individual differences but re-affirm what is shared. What better way to attract
interfaith couples than through interfaith environments.
Trinity Methodist has actively pursued contacts with Catholic lay leadership.
On the local level many Catholic parishes often look towards, and "buy into" the
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success models of Protestant congregations. Christian education and youth
ministries are good examples. At Trinity we have received more recognition in this
regard than we deserve! Because of past frustrations, leaders at St. Catherine's parish
have contacted Trinity in an effort to combine Vacation Bible Schools this summer.
We have agreed to work together on a short term basis, but only as a means of
equipping them for the eventual re-establishment of their own Vacation Bible
School. We are convinced that they are in a far better position to reach the
community's unchurched (in majority communal Catholics) than we are. This is
our opportunity to become Wesley's "church within the church," and yet
simultaneously acquire vmprecedented visibility for our own church ministries.
A unique contact with Catholics has occurred through enrolling our United
Methodist children in the local parochial school. Protestants now constitute almost
10% of the student body, including my own three sons. With next fall's enrollment
that proportion may increase by another 5-7%. There are no hidden plans to
"infiltrate." Increasing dissatisfaction with public schools has attracted many
Protestant parents to the traditional values retained by Catholic schools. Lay staffs
have proven sensitive to grass roots diversity. Religion classes, apart from direct
references to the Roman Catholic church, are comfortably "mainline" in theology.
Our children celebrate the fact that their more advanced Christian education in
Protestant Sunday schools has put them at the head of the religion class! Historical
points of contention such as papal infallibility, birth control, the role of women, the
veneration ofMary and the saints, celibacy of the priesthood, are being debated
within the American Catholic community itself. Instruction at home can help
explain differences and serve as occasions for family discvission. In fact, what
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evangelical Protestants are discovering is that they often have more in common
with orthodox Catholics than the liberal constituencies of their own denominations.
Attitudes towards the abortion issue is a prime example.
This blending extends even further. In some instances the school has
ordered religious education material from Protestant publishers. On last year's
school staff two of the full time teachers, and one part timer, were Protestant. The
chairperson of our church's Board of Trustees was invited to be a member of the
parish school board.
I have been involved! In order to receive tuition cuts parents are encouraged
to work at one of the weekly bingo fund raisers Catholic educators disdain even as
economics demand. Sensitive to my clergy role I have been allowed to acquire the
tuition cut through the alternative of teaching once a month. In every instance I
have been invited to teach the daily religion class. What I have discovered is that
the overwhelming majority of Catholic classroom literature could, with minor
adaptions, be used in a Protestant environment.
The ecumenical contacts can strengthen a ministry to the communally
religious in two ways. First, through the sheer visibility shared ministries offer.
Second, through the way it communicates to the unchurched that involvement in
any one of a variety of churches is an acceptable religious option. Catholics can now
feel free to participate in our ministries. Perhaps the day will come when substantial
numbers of unchurched "Protestant couples" will visit local Catholic parishes!
A Protestant pastor typically first meets interfaith couples in the midsf of
their wedding plans. Many such couples express their feeling of being offended
when they attempt to make similar arrangements with the Catholic Church. Often
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their sensitivity is based more on perceptions than reality. Today's consumer
-oriented couples are convinced that there should be no obstacles imposed upon
their plans. Quite frankly I admire the diocesan standards that require one year's
notice prior to marriage.
Frustrations become intense in the frequent circumstances where marriage
plans involve second marriages. The annulment process is a volatile issue among
Catholic couples. As a result, Protestant clergy are often called upon to officiate at the
wedding of those who have been divorced. This fall I will perform the wedding of
the daughter of St. Catherine's parish council president, the equivalent of our
church's administrative board chairperson. My approach at Trinity has been to use
these contacts as occasions for ministry.
Pre-marriage requirements for interfaith couples need to be as stringent as
they would for any couple. At Trinity this includes three Sundays of exploratory
church attendance and involvement in pre-marriage counseling. One of the most
helpful sessions involved the examination of proceedings from a couple's
annulment hearing! The church's assimilation of these engaged interfaith couples
is steadily improving.
III. Interfaith Couples Are Drawn to "Apostolic" Churches
In his Doctor of Ministry thesis, "The Difficulty of the Roman Catholic's
Integration Into Protestant Church Life in the 20th Century," Wallace Hostetter
examined the entry of former Catholics into his Presbyterian congregation in
suburban Detroit. He summarized his conclusions through personal
correspondence:
First, that Catholics do have a difficult time assimilating into a
Protestant church because of social factors. Second, these social
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factors must be dealt with before the theological differences of
Catholicism and the tenets of the Reformed faith can be
accurately communicated.
Hostetter's views are "out of sync" with most interfaith research. What
Hostetter's conclusions do show is that a portion of conservative anti-Catholic
Protestant churches still exist. Part of the intent of this study is to encourage
evangelicals to move in the opposite direction. As I believe the Trinity study
portrays. Catholics will feel very comfortable in many of our Protestant churches.
Schaller offers his perspective as to the nature of what he estimates to be the seven
million former Catholics, "most bom after 1940," who have now assimilated into
Protestantism:
These 7 million former Catholics are most likely to be found in
(1) charismatic Protestant congregations; (2) evangelical
churches; (3) Lutheran or Episcopal parishes; (4) congregations
that combine the Lord's Supper every week with meaningful,
motivational, and memorable preaching; and /or (5) new
missions that have made a specific effort to reach younger
adults on a spiritual pilgrimage. ("3 Mig. 5)
Churches like Trinity Methodist must remain evangelical and universally
"Catholic" at the same time. Hertel sees that kind of growth within the reach of
mainline Protestant churches:
Despite concem within a number of mainline Protestant
denominations over decline in their absolute size, some are
able to attract married switchers. These findings are not in
conflict: Decline in absolute number in any given religious
identity can come about through deaths, low fertility, switching
out, and apostasy even while a relatively high proportion of
switchers are taking on that same religious identity. (4)
For United Methodists the Wesleyan quadrilateral needs to be applied.
Scripture must be primary. Interfaith couples are drawn to the churches that
emphasize the Bible. Preaching must be evangelical and invitational, if only to
match what's occurring in so many Catholic parishes!
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The inclusion of "traditional" worship forms will also draw and assimilate
the interfaith, especially the celebration of the Lord's Supper. Worship styles have
been blending in recent years anyway. My Catholic sister attends a mass which
reminds her of the worship in the United Methodist church she attended during the
1960's and 1970's. As Protestants have re-discovered the sacraments. Catholics are
emphasizing the importance of preaching.
For the past five years the Lord's Supper has been celebrated at Trinity on a
weekly basis. Wafers and intinction are vised as a means of facilitating the
distribution. "Protestant tradition" is acknowledged once a month as loaves of bread
and individual communion cups are vised. Almost all the congregation receive
communion the first Sunday, while up to half will come forward on the other
Sundays. While including the Lord's Supper in worship was never intended to be a
means of attracting former Catholics, that has been the effect.
The experiential approach to interfaith persons is reflected in a typically
Wesleyan emphasis on small group ministries. An appropriate mix of study and
support provide all new members with an opportunity to interface with one
another. This, in turn, encouraged assimilation and spiritual growth. Discipleship
groups at Trinity Methodist are scheduled throughout the week in a variety of
locations.
Outreach strategies require reason. As a Methodist church in a Catholic
community our leaders need to be pragmatic and directed, something already
evident in the church's ministries.
IV. Closing Remarks
Does the current state of interfaith marriage portray a "Catholization of
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America?" Trinity United Methodist's experience would suggest not. In that sense,
de Tocqueville was wrong. Catholicism is, however, the single dominant church on
the American scene, and requires our understanding. Such understanding becomes
an absolute in any ministry to interfaith persons.
Catholicism is changing. There is a tremendous difference between
Catholicism as "the church" of immigrants vs. Catholicism as the nation's largest
denomination. The former constituted a group in isolation, a protection from the
effects of American homogeniety; the later indicates that the homogeniety has been
accomplished. Catholics have been drawn into the same religious competition for
membership in which Protestants have been involved for a long time. It is a
landscape where individual choice is the norm. Traditionally Catholic
constituencies no longer feel restrained by the boundaries of the past. Jesus' great
commission (Matthew 28:16-20) invites Protestants and Catholics alike to evangelize
the unchurched of all backgrounds.
APPENDIX A
TABLE A.1
Predispositions and Farilitators For Converts
Trinity
Study
(N=3Q)
Predispositions
Married to a Protestant/Catholic or about to marry a 36
Protestant/Catholic; feels concern for the marriage
(concem for the children is secondary or absent)
Has children being reared Protestant/Catholic and 63
feels concem for their education or religious
training, or for family religious unity
Dissatisfied with the Catholic/Protestant Church; 77
withdrew from it, and the dissatisfaction is still significant;
desires a new church
Feels a void or spiritual need in life; feels emptiness or 54
lack of meaning or emotional depression
Other 0
Feels pushed out by virtue of divorce
Total 237
Facilitating Persons or Relationships
Protestant spouse, fiancee 85
Relative or in-law 10
Children (if children took a conscious role in facilitating) 3
Friend or neighbor 46
Clergy 16
Other Parish Staff 5
Charismatic group 10
Marriage encounter 3
Television programs or reading 6
Other 0
Total 179
Faciiitating Events
Marriage, remarriage or upcoming marriage
Annulment of former marriage or death of former
Death of loved one
Marital or family crisis
Serious illness or personal crisis
Birth or baptism of child
Children ready for religious education
Moved to new parish or community
or changed parishes in same community
Had religious experience
Other
Total
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Table A.2
Five Types of Converts
Trinity Hoge
Study Study
1. Intermarriage Converts. These persons are 23% 38%
married to Catholics, or about to marry Catholics,
who feel concem for their marriage or are influenced
by their spouses and relatives. About a fourth of
these persons have spiritual motivations as well.
2. Family Life Converts. These persons are usually 26% 45%
married to Catholics, but more important than the
marriage is their concem for their children who are
being reared Catholic. These converts want to aid in
their children's training and desire family religious
unity. About half of these persons have spiritual
motivations as well.
3. Seeker Converts. These persons are seldom married 26% 12%
to Catholics, and if so, the marriages are unrelated
to the conversions. They come to the Catholic Church
in search of an answer to spiritual need or sense of
void or meaningless.
4. Dfssatts/ie</ Cflf/io/ics. These persons are married to 17% 0%
Protestants, or withdrew from the Catholic Church
prior to marriage. Dissatisfaction with the Catholic
Church is significant.
5. Pushed Out. These are divorced former Catholics 7% 0%
now married to Protestants. Apart from the
circumstances of their divorce they would have
tended to stay in the Catholic Church.
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TABLE A.3
Description of Catholic Protestant Converts
Trinity Hoge
Shidy Study
1. Sex: Percent female 46% 62%
2. Age at time of religious change: Median 29% 31%
3. Education: Percent with som.e college or higher 50% 57%
4. Marital Status: Percent married at time of religious 97% 81 %
change (approximately)
5. Did you receive any religious training as a child? 90% 85%
(percent yes)
6. Percent who attended religious or parochial school 54% 58%
as a child
7. When you were in elementary or grade school, how 86% 68%
often did you attend Simday school or church?
(percent each week)
8. Think back about five years. How important was 76% 39%
religion in your life at that time? (percent "very
important")
9. How important would you say religion is in your 79% 85%
life? (percent "very important")
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TABLE A.4
Religious Background of Parents
Trinity Study Hoge Study
(N=30)
Father
(N=30)
Mother
(N=204)
Father
(N=206)
Mother
Catholic 83 76 11 4
Catholic, Former Protestant 3 3 0 0
Mainline Protestant 13 15 61 72
Other Protestant 0 3 17 19
Judaism 0 0 2 3
None 0 0 10 4
Don't know 3 0 0 0
Percent of parents who
attended church frequently
59 59 34 55
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TABLE A.5 - PARTI
Religion at Time of Marriage : Hoge Study
Convert Spouse
(N=171) (N=173)
Catholic 14 94
Baptist 15 1
Methodist 12 1
Lutheran 12 0
Presbyterian 8 0
Episcopal 6 1
Pentecostal, other than above 1 0
Other; mixed, multiple; unspecified 17 1
Protestant
Judaism 0 0
None 0 1
TABLE A.5 - PART 2
Tenure as Methodists/Catholics
Trinity Study Hoge Study
(N=30) (N=21Q)
0-3 25 99
4-7 30 1
8-11 23 0,
12-15 3 0
16-19 10 0
20 or more 7 0
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TABLE A.6
Self-Repnrtcd "Very Important" Influences on Decisions
to Become a Catholic/Protestant Convert
"Very Important" Influence Percent for whom this
was to become a convert
Trinity Hoge
Shidy Study
1. Someone influenced me to convert. 97% 40%
2. Had a personal problem or problem in the family in 23% 10%
recent years that had an influence on my religious
viewpoint.
3. In recent years experienced a sense of need or void 13% 23%
in my feelings about life.
4. Felt a dissatisfaction with the other church or 93% 14%
religious group in which I was active in the past.
5. Had a personal conversion experience in the past 13% 18%
3 or 4 years.
6. Have children, and feel a concem for their education. 62% 30%
7. Took part in a charismatic prayer group. 10% 5%
8. Took part in a marriage Encounter weekend in recent 3% 6%
years.
9. Took part in a cursillo or retreat in recent years. 3% 0%
10. Listened to or watched radio or television programs 2% 0%
sponsored by religious organizations.
11. Read religious books or periodicals in recent years 7% 10%
(not including those in the inquiry class).
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TABLE A.7 - PART I
Results of Conversion: Percpntages Trinity United Methodist
1. As a result of becoming a
baptized Catholic/Protestant, has
there been any change in your
family life? Yes
2. As a result of your becoming a
Catholic/Protestant, has there
been any change in your personal
outlook or attitude toward life?
Yes
3. Has there been any change in
your personal life practices or
your personal habits.? Yes
4. Has there been any change in
your selection of friends or the
group of people you socialize
with? Yes
5. In recent months, how often
have you attended worship?
Two or three times a month.
6. Are you active in any group or
committee in the parish? Yes
Inter- Family Pushed
Marriage Life SsskSi Dissatisfied Out
100 87 100 100 0
100 87 100 100 0
100 87 100 83 0
100 100 100 83 100
66 87 65 83 100
33 50 50 68 50
7. Are you active in any Protestant 33 13 0 50 0
organizations other than those
in the local church? Yes.
TABLE A.7 - PART 2
Results of Conversion: Percentages Hoge Study
Inter Family
Marriage Life
As a result of becoming a baptized 50 64
Catholic/Protestant, has there been
any change in your family life?
Yes
As a result of your becoming 73 79
baptized Catholic/Protestant, has
there been any change in your
personal outlook or attitude toward
life? Yes
Has there been any change in 34 51
your personal life practices or your
personal habits. Yes
Has there been any change in your 29 32
selection of friends or the group or
people you socialize with? Yes
In recent months how often have 85 79
you attended worship? Two or
three times a month
Are you active in any group or 28 36
or committee in the parish? Yes
Are you active in any Catholic/ 6 10
Protestant organizations other
than those in the local church?
Yes
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TABLE A.8
Interim Dropouts
Were you active in it (your original chiurch) until you became a United Methodist or
Catholic?
(N=27) (N=13Q)
Yes 59 33
If not, at what age did you drop out of active church life?
(N=14) (N=82)
10-15 21 20
16-20 36 42
21-25 43 27
26-30 0 6
31-35 0 2
Over 35 0 4
Circumstances leading to drop out from active church life.
(N=14) (N=82)
Married person of a different denomination 21 26
Moved 0 20
Divorce 14 0
Family Unity 21 1
Unhappy with beliefs and doctrine 35 16
Rebellion, out on own, not going to go anymore 0 4
Dating person of another faith 7 6
Drifted away, just stopped going 0 6
Other 0 21
Unsatisfactory personal encounter with church, 0 4
priest, or minister
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APPENDIX B - TOTAL SURVEY RESULTS
TABLE B.l
Trinity United Hoge
Methodist Study
How long have you lived in that community? (N=30) (N=210)
0-3 17 33
4-7 17 21
8-11 10 11
12-15 13 10
16-19 10 2
20 or more 33 24
How long ago have you been "involved"/ (N=30) (N=210)
baptized in the United Methodist/Catholic
Church?
0-3 25 99
4-7 30 1
8-11 23 0
12-15 3 0
16-19 10 0
20 or more 7 4
Did you receive any religious training (N=30) (N=210)
as a child?
Yes 90 85
What was it? (N=27) (N-179)
Sunday School or CCD 64 94
Religious or Parochial School 54 8
Instruction at home 0 39
Course on religion in public or private school 0 7
Was the religious or parochial school Catholic? (N=17) (N=14)
Yes 100 64
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How many years? (N=17) (N=9)
1 5 22
2 0 22
3 5 11
4 15 11
5 0 11
6 0 0
7 0 11
8 35 0
9 5 0
10 0 0
11 0 0
12 35 11
What grades were those? (N=17) (N=9)
Elementary years only 25 78
High school years only 0 11
Both elementary and high school years 75 11
(some of both)
4. (If yes on 3)
What denomination was that? (N=27) (N-179)
Catholic 92 3
Baptist 0 24
Methodist 0 17
Lutheran 0 15
Presbyterian 0 11
Episcopal 0 7
Pentecostal, other than above 0 1
Other mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 8 18
Judaism 0 2
None 0 2
When you were a child, did you like the religious (N=27) (N=172)
training, or dislike it?
Like it 48 65
Some like, some dislike 26 21
DisUked it 22 9
Don't know 4 5
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5. When you were in elementary school or grade (N=30) (N=209)
school, how often did your mother attend church?
Frequently 59 55
Occasionally 23 26
Never 23 9
Mother absent, don't know 0 5
6. When you were in elementary school or grade (N=30) (N=209)
school, how often did your father attend church?
Frequently 59 34
Occasionally 10 27
Never 33 31
Father absent, don't know 3 8
7. What denomination was your mother? (N=30) (N=206)
Catholic 76 4
Catholic/former Protestant 3
Baptist 3 22
Methodist 3 18
Lutheran 3 14
Presbyterian 3 11
Episcopal 3 7
Pentecostal, other than above 0 1
Other: mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 3 18
Judaism 0 2
None 0 4
8. What denomination was your father? (N=30) (N=204)
Catholic 83 11
Catholic/former Protestant 3
Baptist 3 19
Methodist 3 15
Lutheran 0 15
Presbyterian 0 ^
Episcopal 7 5
Pentecostal, other than above 0 0
Other: mbced, multiple, unspecified Protestant 0 17
Judaism 0 3
None 0 10
Don't know 3
75
When you were in elementary school, how often (N=30) (N-207)
did you attend Sunday school or church?
Every week 86 68
Two or three times a month 3 15
Once a month or less 0 11
Never 10 6
Don't know 0 1
Prior to becoming involved in United (N=30) (N=210)
Methodism/Catholicism were you active in
any other church?
Yes 90 63
What denomination was it? (N=27) (N=131)
Catholic 96 1
Baptist 0 27
Methodist 0 16
Lutheran 0 20
Presbyterian 4 12
Episcopal 0 4
Pentecostal, other than above 0 2
Other: mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 0 18
Judaism 0 2
Were you a member? (N-27) (N=125)
Yes 96 84
Were you active in it until you became a United (N=27) (N=130)
Methodist/Catholic?
Yes 59 33
If not, at what age did you drop out of active (N=14) (N=82)
church life?
10-15 21 20
16-20 36 42
21-25 43 27
26-30 0 6
31-35 0 2
Over 35 0 4
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What were the circumstances leading you to (N=14) (N=82)
drop out of active church participation in that
church?
Married person of a different denomination 21 26
Moved 0 20
Divorced 14 0
Family unity 21 1
Unhappy with beliefs and doctrines 35 16
Rebellion, out on own, not going to go any more 0 4
Dating person of another faith 7 6
Drifted away, just stopped going 0 6
Other 0 21
Unsatisfactory personal encounter with church 0 4
priest, minister
Did you switch from one denomination to another (N=30) (N=207)
denomination at any time (as an interim move)?
Yes 40 15
To what denomination did you switch, and at (N=12) (N=28)
age?
Catholic 0 0
Baptist 8 18
Methodist 0 11
Lutheran 16 7
Presbyterian 4 14
Episcopal 0 4
Pentecostal, other than above 8 4
Other: mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 0 43
Independent Bible Protestant 56 0
Judaism 0 0
(N=12) (N=21)
10-15 0 24
16-20 0 19
21-25 92 19
26-30 0 5
Over 30 8 34
How many switches? (N=12) (N=2S)
1 64 79
2 36 18
3 0 4
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What was the main reason for switching? (N=12) (N=26)
Moved 24 19
Discrepancy between teachings and performance; 40 4
changes in the church; unhappy with doctrine
Marriage, relatives 16 19
Friends 8 12
Unsatisfactory personal encounter with church, 0 15
priest, minister
Convenience 0 0
Drifted out 8 0
Other, uncodable 0 31
12. Think back. How important was religion in (N=12) (N=26)
your life at that time?
Very important 92 39
Fairly important 8 37
Not very important 0 24
Don't know 0 1
13. In the years before you became Protestant/ (N=30) (N=210)
Catholic, did you seek religious truth in various
places and look into various kinds of teachings?
Yes 0 30
If yes, for how long a period? (N=0) (N=61)
Less than one year 3
1 13
2 18
3 10
4-5 15
6-10 18
More than 10 years 23
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Was there anyone who influenced you (N=30) (N=210)
to become a Protestant/Catholic?
Yes 100 63
If yes, who?
First Most Influential Person (N=30) (N=130)
Spouse 36 61
Fiancee, boyfriend, girlfriend 23 7
Children 3 3
In-laws 3 5
Parent or parents, sibling 0 4
Friend or acquaintance 26 5
Priest 0 14
Non-Catholic minister 3 0
Other 0 2
Second Most Influential Person (N=23) (N=46)
Spouse 35 24
Fiancee, boyfriend, girlfriend 0 2
Children 0 15
In-laws 9 24
Parent or parents, sibling 4 7
Friend or acquaintance 26 17
Priest 9 9
Non-Catholic minister 17 0
Other 0 2
How important was this influence on (N=30) (N=125)
your decision?
Very important 97 66
Moderately important 0 28
Of slight importance 3 5
Of no importance 0 1
Have you had a personal problem or a (N=30) (N=208)
problem in the family in recent years which had
an influence on your religious views?
Yes 46 34
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What was it? (N=14) (N=70)
Death of a loved one 14 27
Personal Ilkiess 28 14
Too much parental pressure or restriction 0 1
Family crisis or marital crisis 7 20
Illness of family member 28 6
Financial crisis 0 1
Divorce 7 6
Other personal problem (including sex, drugs) 7 9
Children related problems 0 3
Other 7 13
Did this have an influence on your decision to (N=14) (N=69)
become Protestant/Catholic?
Yes 50 59
How important an influence? (N=7) (N=41)
Very important 85 54
Moderately important 15 32
Of slight importance 0 15
Of no importance 0 0
Have you in recent years experienced a sense (N=30) (N=209)
of need or void in your feelings about life?
Yes 54 53
Did this have an influence upon your becoming (N=16) (N-111)
involved as a Protestant/Catholic?
Yes 81 71
How important an influence? (N=13) (N=79)
Very important 87 62
Moderately important 13 30
Of slight importance 0 8
(If previously active in Catholicism/ (N=27) (N=126)
Protestantism) Did you feel dissatisfaction in
other church?
Yes 78 53
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What was the main dissatisfaction? (N=21) (N=67)
Not part of group, did not fit in 0 9
Did not meet needs, offered no help 0 30
Dissatisfaction with doctrine, practices 95 39
Unsatisfactory personal encounter with church 0 9
or priest
Impersonal, too individualistic 5 2
Did this have an influence on your decision to (N=21) (N=67)
become Protestant/Catholic?
Yes 95 72
How important an influence? (N=20) (N=48)
Very important 90 61
Moderately important 10 29
Of slight importance 0 10
18. Was there a definite time in your life when you (N=30) (N=195)
had an important religious experience and made
a new personal religious commitment?
Yes 77 87
Was this an influence on your decision to become (N=23) (N=169)
a Protestant/Catholic?
Yes 17 41
How important an influence? (N=2) (N=73)
Very important 100 78
Moderately important 0 18
Of slight importance 0 4
19. Did you participate in this parish for a time (N=30) (N=210)
before becoming a member?
Yes 64 84
Less than one year 10 13
1 13 34
2 26 20
3-5 13 17
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6-10 0 8
More than 10 3 9
Not officially a member/with active participation 30 0
20. How did you choose this parish rather than (N=30) (N=208)
another parish?
Closest, proximity 10 53
Only available 0 6
Family member belongs 10 10
Spotise belongs 40
Fiancee, boyfriend, girlfriend belongs 10 3
Friends belong 30 5
Participation in special group or programs 0 2
Progressive parish 0 0
Like the priest 0 4
Other 0 7
Good ministries for children 0 1
21. How did you first have contact with the (N=30) (N=205)
leadership of this parish?
Through a friend 0 8
Through a spouse 0 14
Fiancee, boyfriend 0 3
Girlfriend, relatives 0 5
Children's involvement 0 11
Met after worship or class 97 52
Contacted byClergy 0 3
Other 3 3
22. Gf a member) Did you like, or disUke (N=21) (N=^207)
your membership class?
Like 100 92
Some like, some dislike 0 8
Dislike 0 1
Of dislike) What was the worst part of it? (N=0) (N=14)
Superficial 21
No discussion of rules, laws, moral issues 21
Other 57
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(If like) What was the best part of it? (N=21) (N=188)
Informative, many questions answered 90 28
Instructor, minister 10 32
Openness, good communication, friendliness 0
Good atmosphere, like everything 0 32
Marriage counseling 0 1
Bible study 0 3
Realization of religious need, why I'm converting, 0 1
felt closer to God
Other 0 4
23. When you first came to the membership (N=21) (N=208)
class were you certain that you would go through
with it, or were you just giving it a try to see if
you liked it?
Certain to go through 100 68
Giving it a try 0 32
24. Are you married or single? (N=30) (N=210)
Currently married, first marriage 79 60
Currently married, second marriage 10 24
Currently married, third marriage 3 0
Single 0 10
Separated 0 1
Widowed 3 3
25. How long have you been married (if (N=29) (N=174)
currently married?
0-5 27 34
6-10 10 28
11-15 3 18
16-20 34 8
21-25 10 6
26-30 0 2
31-35 3 2
Over 35 10 3
What is your spouse's religion: (N=29) (N=175)
Catholic 0 95
Baptist 0 1
Methodist 100 1
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Lutheran 0 0
Presbyterian 0 0
Episcopal 0 1
Pentecostal, other than above 0 0
Other: mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 8 1
Judaism 0 0
None 0 1
What was your spouses religion at the time of (N=30) (N=173)
the marriage?
Catholic 14 94
Baptist 10 1
Methodist 50 1
Lutheran 3 0
Presbyterian 10 0
Episcopal 7 1
Pentecostal, other than above 3 0
Other: mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 3 1
Judaism 0 0
None 0 1
What was your religion at the time of marriage? (N=30) (N=171)
Catholic 97 14
Baptist 3 15
Methodist 0 12
Lutheran 0 12
Presbyterian 0 8
Episcopal 0 6
Pentecostal, other than above 0 1
Other: mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 0 17
Judaism 0 1
None 0 15
Has your spouse had an influence on your decision (N=30) (N=175)
to become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic church?
Yes 77 64
How? (N=23) (N=100)
Family unity 60 34
By example, spouse's strong faith 40 46
Helped learn/taught about church 0 11
Other 0 9
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How important was this influence? (N=23) (N=112)
Very important 82 63
Moderately important 18 30
Of sUght importance 0 6
26. How important would you say religion is in (N=29) (N=173)
husand/wife's life (if currently married)?
Very important 69 65
Moderately important 26 20
Of little importance 0 10
Of no importance 0 2
Don't know 3 2
27. For whom is religion the more important, (N=29) (N=173)
you or your spouse (if currently married)?
More important for spouse 10 17
More important for me 8 20
Same 76 60
Don't know 8 3
28. (If separated or divorced) Has your separation/ (N=5) (N=16)
divorce had an influence on your decision to
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes 100 19
29. (If not currently married) Are you engaged to (N=l) (N=31)
be married, or thinking of marrying a
particular person?
Yes 0 19
What is his/her religion? (N=0) (N=6)
Catholic 100
Baptist 0
Methodist 0
Lutheran 0
Presbyterian 0
Episcopal 0
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Pentecostal, other than above 0
Other: Mixed, multiple, unspecified Protestant 0
Judaism 0
None 0
Was this an influence on your decision to (N=0) (N=6)
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes 67
How important an influence? (N=4)
Very important 75
Moderate important 25
Of slight importance 0
Do you have children either natural or adopted?
(Ntunber of children, by ages of children)
Ages 0-5 (N=30) (N=210)
1 20 30
2 17 6
3 0 1
4 0 1
5 0 0
Missing Data 63
Ages 6-17 (N=30) (N=210)
1 20 23
2 17 19
3 13 5
4 0 1
5 0 1
6 0 0
7 0 0
Missing Data 0 52
Ages 18 or older (N=30) (N=210)
1 0 5
2 10 6
3 10 6
4 10 1
5 0 1
6 0 1
7 0 0
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8 0 1
9 or more 0 0
Missing data 0 81
Are they in public, private, or Catholic school? (N=22) (N=104)
Public 85 62
Private 0 2
Catholic 10 31
Part Catholic, part other 5 6
31. (If any are younger than school age.) Would
you prefer they go to public, private or
Catholic school?
Public
Private
Catholic
Don't know
32. (If children are school age or younger.) Was your
concem for your children's education an influence
in your decision to become involved in the United
Methodist /Catholic Church?
Yes
How important an influence?
Very important
Moderately important
Of slight importance
(N=10) (N=68)
80 21
0 2
10 31
10 7
(N=22) (N=125)
77 36
(N=17) (N=41)
76 55
24 34
0 0
33. Qf children are of school age or younger.) Were (N=22) (N=128)
your children a factor in any other way in your
decision to become involved in the United
Methodist/Catholic Church?
Yes 82 36
(N=18) .(N=68)
Wanted family religion, family unity
Religious training/environment for children
To be an example for children, can't ask them
to do what you're not
49
39
0
63
24
6
87
Other, uncodable 6 7
Wanted children baptized United Methodist/ 6 0
Catholic
How important an influence? (N=18) (N=68)
Very important 78 54
Moderately important 22 37
Of slight importance 0 9
34. Have you taken part in any kind of prayer (N=30) (N=210)
group in recent years?
Yes 23 13
How much and for how long? (N=7) (N=26)
Several meetings or less 0 50
Regularly: less than six months 0 8
Regularly: 6 months to 1 year 14 12
Regularly: more than 1 year 86 31
Did this have any influence on your decision to (N=7) (N=27)
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes 43 41
How important an influence? (N=3) (N=ll)
Very important 66 82
Moderately important 0 18
Of slight importance 33 0
35. Have you taken part in a Marriage Encounter (N=30) (N=207)
weekend in recent years?
Yes 10 11
Did this have any influence on your decision to (N=3) (N=22)
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes 33 64
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How important an influence? (N=l) (N=14)
Very important 79
Moderately important 0 21
Of slight importance 33 0
36. Have you taken part in any kind of a retreat/ (N=30) (N-209)
crusade in recent years?
Yes 13 10
Did this have any influence on your decision to (N=4) (N=21)
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes 75 19
How important an influence? (N=3) (N=4)
Very important 33 25
Moderately important 33 75
Of slight importance 33 0
37. Have you listened to, or watched, any radio or (N=30) (N=210)
television programs in recent years which were
sponsored by religious organizations?
Yes 3 56
Did this have any influence on your decision to (N=l) (N=117)
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes 0 15
How important an influence? (N=0) (N=117)
Very important 24
Moderately important 18
Of slight importance 59
38. Have you read religious books or periodicals (N=30) (N=210)
in recent years?
Yes 17 73
39
(N=5) (N=154)
40 40
(N=2) (N=62)
50 36
50 37
0 27
Did this have any influence on your decision to
become involved in the United Methodist/
Catholic Church?
Yes
How important an influence?
Very important
Moderately important
Of slight importance
As a result of you becoming involved in the (N=30) (N=209)
United Methodist Church has there been a
change in your family life?
Yes 90 57
How? (N=27) (N=119)
More family unity, closer family, better 59 45
family life, better relationships.
More contentment, more peace and calm 19 18
more patient, more sense of belonging.
Better family spiritual or religious life, 19 27
worship together.
Better problem-solving, helps us through 4 2
crises and problems.
More tension or friction within nuclear family 0 1
Children's religious education is weaker, children 0 0
are less involved in church.
Other 0 8
As a result of your becoming involved in the (N=30) (N=210)
United Methodist/Catholic Church has there
been any change in your personal outlook or
attitude toward life?
Yes 90 77
90
How? (N=27) (N=159)
More positive outlook on life and self, more 59 50
optimistic, happier, calmer, more satisfied.
Give of self more to others, more involved 11 4
with others.
More accepting of other people, more tolerant. 4 18
More religiously involved or fulfilled, spiritually 26 18
fulfilled.
Less fear of death, free from restrictions and 0 2
rules.
More autonomy, 0 0
More negative outlook, emptiness, 0 0
Other 0 8
41. As a result of you becoming involved in the United (N=30) (N=210)
Methodist/Catholic Church, has there been any
change in your personal life practices, or your
personal habits?
Yes 87 45
How? (N=26) (N=92)
More time spent in church going, religious 62 39
activity or groups.
More time spent in prayer or Bible study. 30 15
Less time spent in church going, religious activity, 0 0
groups, prayer, Bible study.
Give more to church. 0 0
More time devoted to family. 0 3
Stopped smoking, drinking, drug use. 4 11
Better personal morality (such as honesty, use of 4 7
language, sex behavior)
Other 0 25
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42. Has there been any change in your selection of
friends, or the group of people you socialize with?
Yes
(N=30)
97
(N=210)
29
43. In recent months, how often have you attended
worship?
Oftener than once a week
Once a week
Two or three times a month
Once a month or less
Never
(N=30)
N/A
30
50
20
0
(N=210)
17
64
11
7
0
44. Are you active in any group or committee in the
church?
(N=30) (N=210)
Yes 50 32
45. Are you active in any other Protestant Church (N=30) (N=208)
organizations, actions, groups outside the church?
Yes 23 9
46. Would you like the opportunity to be more active (N=30) (N=210)
in parish groups than you are now, or not?
Yes, would like 63 63
No, would not like 3 28
Don't know 3 10
47. How important would you say religion is in
your life?
Very important
Fairly important
Not very important
Don't know
(N=30)
79
21
0
0
(N=210)
85
22
2
2
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